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1CHAPTER I: INTPODUCTION
The Problem of how to successfully develop and
ultimately nodernize the more than a hundred developing
coutries, which contain two-thirds of the world's total
population but are generally poor and bsckkard, is no doubt
a main theme in economic studies nowadays as well as in
foreseeable future. Among various means to achieve such a
goal, international trade, especially free tradel, is
bekueved to be a very vontributive policy. Indesd, since
Marshall's suggestion that "the eauses of economic devalop-
ment must seek in international trade"2, internationalment must seek in international trade"2,
trade has long been viewed as "an engine of growth"3. By
means of international trade, and hence through omter-
national specialization and division of labor, a country
can have better opportunities in production and exchannge.
This in turn leads to an increase in the emplyment of a
country's natural and human resources as well as their more
efficient utilization. In fact, experiences of the positive
role of international trade in economic development have
widely been observed.
1 Trade in which goods are imported and exported without
barriers in form of tariffs, quantitative quotas or any
other kind of restrictions.
2 Alfred Marshall, Indostry and Trade, London: Macmillan,
(1920), p.9.
3 D.H. Roberison, Essays in Monetary Theory, london:
Staple, 1956, p. 214.
In spite of these inter-relationships between inter­
national trade and economic development, however, discussions 
on international trade in economics are traditionally in. the 
light of comparative static models. Both the Classical irade
k T ^ ,Theory of Comparative Cost and the Keo-classical iraae 
Theory of Factor Endowment^ are based on a 2 x 2 x 2 
structure6 in analysing trade phenomenon. These models pro­
vide a "timeless cross-section view" of comparative advan­
tage7 but fail to take into account the dynamic elements.
Aside from this theoretical .consideration^ the tra­
ditional trade models have also found to be inadequate to 
provide explanations to some trade phenomena nowadays. Thus, 
these models are even more unlikely to revealed the process of 
economic development concerned. For instance, according to 
the Neo-classical Theory, those labor abundant countries 
should produce and export labor-intensive commodities. How-
^ Based on the Labor Theory of Value, the Classical Trade 
Theory of Comparative Costs suggests: A country exports
products with relatively low domestic labor requirements, 
i.e. goods for which it has a high labor productivity 
(output per unit of labor) relative to other goods. Con­
versely, a country imports commodities in which its 
average labor productivity is relatively low.
5 The Neoclassical Trade Theory of Factor Endowments suggesi 
A country that is well endowed with capital will export 
capital-intensive goods and correspondingly will import 
labor-intensive goods.
6 i.e., an analytical -framework of two countries, two fac­
tors of production (labor, capital) and two commodities.
7 Gottfreid Haberler, "International Trade and Economic Be­
vel o pm ent", in James D. Theberge ed.,
and Development, New York: John Wiley & Sons Co., 19bCt %
p.1 0 5 .
-  2 -
3ever, viewing the eiperionee of say, Japan, through her
process of industia1imtion, this rather labor abundant
country, has develop her capital-intensive
quite well, and had acquired comparative advantage in
tiose capital-intensive commodities like iron & steel
products, transportation equipments, etc8. Obviously,
this cannot he adequately explained by the traditional
theories.
Secondly, it. is found that in many countries their
present exgortahles were those initially impored conmodities.
This implies that some countries may gradually acquire com-
parative advantage in those commodities which they were in
a comparatively disadvantageous position initially. Conver-
sely, a country which initially possessed comparative advan-
tage in some commodities will, after some time, deteriorate
in its position.
Noreover, there is the famous Leontief Paradox9: In
measuring and comparing the factor intensities of U. S. expors
and imports, Leontief found out that the capital-abundant U. S.
did export labor-intensive commodities and import capital-
intensive commoditi-es. This.again is not in accordance with
8 Seen Hirsch, Hypotheses Regarding Trade Between Develop-
ing and Industrial Countries", in international Division
of Labor: Problem & Perspectives. J.C.B. Bohr (Paul
Siebeck) Tubirgen, '1974, pp. 65-82.
9 W.. W. Leontief, Domestic Production and Foreign Trade
The American Capital Position Re- exarined, Econoriic
international e, Feb, 1954, PP. 9-38.
4.at the traditional theories postulate.
Indeed, in order that changes in trade de pat er _s o- r.er
tine as well as the role of trade .in ecoi oknic develop ent
can be revealed, d F a. is elements s lou.?_d be incorporated
in to trade theory so as to provide the appropriate 1`nk
between trade rserfo- ance. and develop1L ent process. In fact,
many recently developed trade hypotheses such as • .h Product
Cycle Th.eorylC, the Technological Gap Theory` 21
the p yia.mic
Comparative Advantage Theory12 etc., (.Q take assiduous
efforts in this aspect. Each new approach is designed to
remove or at least mitigate one or more of the shortcomings
in the traditional theories and to provide explanations to
com-the phenomenon of the changing pattern of international
parative advan age13. Their critical argument is-, Although
traditional trade theories can describe the cause and Pat-Le-r,
of trade flows at given moments of time, say, at tand t7
IQ
10 Product Cycle Theory was developed b-a a }mond Vernon,
Hufbauer, williaSeev Hirsch, Louis T. Wells Jr., Gary
Gruber, Dileep Mehta as well as Michael Posner etc.
11 Developed by I.B. Kravis in 1950 along i,'ith .Balogh
and Williams, Authors like M. Posner, Freeman, Douglass
and G. Hufbauer are often credited with the 17`ech_no-
logical Gap explanation of trade flows
12 Roger W. Klein, A Dynamic Theory of Comparative AAd van-
tage'1, American Economic 'Review, Vol. 63, 1973, m. 173-
184
13 ging pstternsIary, "ChangingThis was pointed out by Hal B y,
of International Comparative Ad-rL taCe, 1\ationa B - i re -i u
of Economic Research, 1969, pp. 27-16.
5(actually, the time lag concerned may be of many ycars),
yet the continuous change in coparative advantage beiween
these two static moments cannot be revealed by the trndi
tional analyses. Precisely speaking, over time, a country's
proportion of factor endowments may change and her techno-
logies of production may improve. Also, over time, a
cowtry's incomc and consumption taste may change as well,
and. this will lead to an alteration of her domestic consump-
tion demands. As a whole, the volume and patteern of trade
flows will be changed.
These dynamic changes, however, should be revealed in
the trade flows experiences of individual or groups of cotmmo-
dities that have actually taken place. Indeed, the main in-
terest of this study is to present empirical evidence for
the existence of product cycle trade14 in sornnditie
and to investigate their actual processes of ince
our real world is of a multi-country version, it is goo com-
plicated for us to under take a thorough investigation. In-
stead, in the present studv, we shall conduct analyses in a
framework of two countries, three factors of production (other
than labor and capital, we add in the factor of technology
progress) and multi-commodity, i.e., forming a 2 x 3 x n
model.
14 Tne term Product Cycle Trade" will be elaborated later
in the course of this study.
6It is expected tjt through onr study we can draw
some generali gations and/or impljcations about the Product
Cycle Model in explaining the patterns of commodity trade
flows nowadays. Our work will start with a discussion on
the traditional trade theories in the next chapter. Then,
the Product Cycle Nodel will be presented as a guide-line
to the analyses that follow. Ref ore conducting our
rical investigations, the economic situations of our bila-
teral trade pat terns, Taiwan and Japan, will be briefly
considered in Chapter Three. And, in order to facilitate
the analyses of trade flows within a bilateral case in par-
ticular, a suggested approach will be introduced. In Charter
Four and Five, following this suggested approach, the bi la-
teral commodity flows analyses will be conducted initially
at a SITC One-Digit level15 with inter-Industry trade data
to provide an overall picture of the circumstanc e This
will be followed by more detailed exam-ii-nation at the Three-
Digit Level Inter-industry trade data and Four- to Five-
Digit Levels In tra-industry trade data in the hope to exhibit
some features of product cycle trade. Besides, in order that
our findings may eventually be concluded wi thin the compara-
tive Advantage context, the. Revealed Comparative Advantage
method16 will be emplo Y ed as a supplementary analysis to
15 Standard inter national Trade Classification16
16 Bela Balassa, Trade Liberalisation and Revealed Com-
parative Advantage Manchester School of Economic &
Social Studies, 1965 pp. 99-117.
7product cycle trade. Since the role played by foreisn
investment nowadays is closely related to international
trade, we shall inspect the particulars of foreign invest-
ments in relation to our bilateral trade flow study, i.e.,
Japanese investments in Taiwan’s manufacturing industries.
in order to find out whether there is any inter-relationship
between the rise of product cycle trsde and or foreign
investments. This will be done in Chapter Six. And finally.
uponsummarizing our empirical findings, some generalizetions
and/or implications will be presented in the conclluding
Chapter of this thesis.
8CHAPTER II: THEORETICAL REVIEW
2.1 The Accepted Theory in International Trade
The causes and patterns of world trade flows have
been extensively elaborated by traditional trade theories.
These include A. Smith's Absolute Advantage Theory, D.
Ricardo's Law of Comparative Advantage, as well as the
stream of trade theories developed by the Neo-classical
economists. We do not intend to review the whole set of
these theories. Instead, we shall concentrate on the Factor
Proportion Theory of Heckscher-Ohlin, which represents the
main-stream of the traditional trade theories and has been
widely accepted in analysing international trade.
Under the basic assumptions of free
all countries have an identical production function
same technological possibilities) for any given ins
the Heckscher-Ohlin Theory identifies that differe
intensities in different products (say, a commodity X,
requires in its production a lot of capital
to labor, whereas another commodity, say Y, requires a lot
of labor inputs relative to capital, thus, we have
intensive and labor-intensive corumodities), along
difference in relative factor endowments among cou
(i.e., a country may possess a lot of capital relat
the other factors of production l whereas another
may possess a lot of labor relative to the cher fo
constitute the basis for the difference in comparative
maong countries and therefore deterwine the pattarn of trsde.
Accordingly,this accepted theory predicts the
pattern of coninodity trade flows that: A country will 'Lend
to specialize in the production and export of cor trodities
wiose production require relatively- arge amount (i. e., to
other factors of prodiuction) of the factor(s) which she
contry is relatively well endowed (again, to of er f a c moors),
ties for which a great deal of theand, to import commodities for
country's relatively scarce factor(s) is (are) e€:plo-t ed in
production.
1 Under the Heckscher-Oh in Mode!, capital K and tabor 1,
are the two factors in the production f-unction, if
Ka /La> Kb/Lb, country A is referred to as relativel
capital abundant.
2
Similar to footnote 1 above, it B is relativel) labor abundant
9
10
Z dera ons on jt
2 P . S - - - - - c ! k . : : 5 i i i _ , t ? . S i S C 1 f t 1 ' t
T rade T heory
T rade theories are abstracts from existing
in order to provide an adequateand general ed n t , erpre -
tation to certain experiencesand facts . I t is noted that
economicthoughtsshouldlag behindexpe . - ria - encte ' s - L in
3
history . A s rrurkse said , f TE conomistsare hulvan , our rental
activity is , and shon _ ld ' be , shaped in measureby limits set
by experiences. to I ndeed , when conditionsch = i ged , the con -
cept derived from earlier experiences becox _ aes inadequate1
in interpretingthe phenomenon. C learly , people should
always be ready to adapt and to develop new hypotheses, in
the hope that their works are more relevant to the changing
world .
A ccordingly , trade theories have continuously been
modified , T he accepted trade theory has also been re -
examinedfrom differentangles . B asically, new pi - o D osa ? _ s arf
developed to cope with the assumptionswhich are too sim -
plified and unrealistic . T o compare with the alternative
trade hypothesesthat follow , we : . - ould like to consider some
3
R . N urkse r P attern of T rade and D evelopment, in
J ohn D . T hehergeed . f E conomicsof T rade and D eve e t
e w - Y or tom n 1 e v S' T T ons C 0 C 3 IT l rt
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of the relevant assumptions4 of the Accepted Theory.
Namely, they include: t1ie identical producton ranctons in
all countries technology is a free good which ch can be em-
ployed in production activities in all countries the ab-
sence of factor-intensity reversals; and the proportion of
factor endoTment is constant within a country.
Concerning the assumption of identical production
functions in all Countries, it is observable that this is
not indepenodent of the level of technological adtvnnceant.
Even within the same country, when there is a newly developed
product or a production process, other producers are inca-
pable to produce such a product or employ such a process
in production. This leads to different technological possi-
bilities, and therefore the product ion function of a given
industry is generally different among countries. According
to the findings of Kindleberger5, numerous production
activities are indeed conducted by entirely different methods
in different countries. For instance, rice-growing in the
U. S. is highly mechanized while in Burma, Java and o her
developing lands, these activities are still carried out
4 Because other assumptions, such as similar consumer
preferences, linearly homogeneous production functions
for aII commothties, no joint products in production or
consumption, etc., are not directly relevant to our
stuay, they will not be discussed here.
5 C.P. Kindleberger, Foleign Trade and the National
Econo, Yale University press, P.77.
12
by human labor, or assisted occasionally by draft animals.
The difference is much more than just a matter of factor
proportion.
About the assumption that technology is a free good,
it is rioted that the introduction of modern technologies,
the conducting of doses tic Pesear ch and Developnent (R &
D), as well as accomodating the learning processes etc.,
do require the expend.i tare of much money, time and effort.
In addition, the timing for different countries to success-
fully employ scientific discoveries or innovations in the
actual production of new products are different. These lead
to the more realistic consideration that technology is not
a free good. Differences do indeed exist in the technology
of a given industry among countries.
Considering the assumption of non-reversibility of
facto-T--intensities, it is found that in the production of
a certain newly developed product, a great deal of techno-
logical inputs (mainly the P D efforts provided by scien-
tists, engineers, entrepreneurs and skillful workers
required, making the method of production to be tha..
skill-intensive. After some time, as the design of this
product becomes more stable,- more and more machines and equip-
men is are employed in the production of this product instead
of the intensive use of technology. Hence, the method. of
prod uc tin becomes capital-intensive. of terwards, when the
product is standardized and ready for mass production and
13
export, labor becomes more important In short the above
facts serve to suggest that the reversibility of factor-
intensities should not be e ciuded6.
Finally, concerning the assumption that factor pro-
portion is constant -within a coLur tr y7, it is readily ob-
served that capital accumulation and popu'lation growth do
take place. But their rates are different from country to
country On the other hand, owing to the active role played
by foreign investments nowadays, interuational mobility
of capital, managerial personnels, engineers ajd skillful
workers are rather common. As a tThole, these suavest that
factor endowments of countries are less pre-determind
Their proportions are subjected to change over time.
It is quite clear that once the assumptions are re-
pieced by more realistic considerations, trade can also take
place which does not Conform precisely to the predictions of
the accepted theory. Accordingly, various alternative hy-
potheses have been put forth to modify accepted theory
in explaining the causes and pat terns of trade flows.
6 Hoever, for a detailed theoretical and empirical
demonstration of Factor-lntensity Reversals, please see
B.S. Minhas The Homohypallagic Production .Function,
Factor-Intensity Reversals and the Heckscher --Oh1in
Tgeorem Journal of Pltical Economy Vol 70 1962
pp. 138-156. We only attempt to descride the matter in
relation to our context in particuar, as product cycle
trade is sugested as an explanation to factor reversals
7 That is the capitgl-labor ratio K/L is constant within
a country. Howaver this ratio is different from country
to country.
2.3 Some A 11 e r n a t i v e_Th e orie_s
S.B. Linder° has proposed an explanation of the 
composition of trade. He argued that the range of exportable 
products is determined by domestic demand. Trade is, 
therefore, an extension of domestic production. Income, mare 
than other variables, appears to determine tne consumption 
and purchasing habits of the population. Consequently, 
countries having similar income levels are likely to trade 
more intensively with each other than those countries having 
different income levels. This suggestion is different from 
the prediction of the accepted theory that trade between 
capital-rich and capital-poor countries tends to be more 
promising than that between countries whose income levels 
are similar. According to this emphasis on the demand side 
conditions, a wider scope in describing the cause ox trace 
flows is provided.
Secondly, there is I. Kravis's "Availability” approach 
Kravis 1s hypotheses suggested that the commooity cosposi tion 
of trade is primarily determined by "availability". By 
"availability", Kravis referred to both the "availability" of 
natural resources as -well as the ?,avaiiabilityf' of tecnmcal 
know-how. The "availability" of natural resources refers to 
the argument that trade tends to he confined to comraoaities
^ S.B. Linder, An Essay on Trade and Transforroation, New
York: John Viley K Sons, 19^1•
9 j. Kravis, "Availability and Other Influences on the 
Commodity Composition of Trace", Journal oi roiitical 




wt ich are not available at home (i.e., goods such as
minerals which are not avaiable for physical reasons
and goods whose output can only be increased at high cost).
The later concept refers to the innovations of new products
and/or new processes in production where their corresponding
unavailabilities do allow the available or the inno-
vating country to acquire exports advantages.
Another important alternative is M.V. Posner' s
Technological Gap hypotheses10. According to Posner,
even though there may be no difference in relative factor-
endowments, trade will be caused by technological imiprove-
Bents. New products and/or new processes in production are
developed over time. These in turn will provide the country
with a comparative advantage in certain commodities and/or
processes during the time lag for other countries to imitate
such innovations. Trade, then, will be caused by this exis-
tence of technolog .cal gap between one country and the
others. And, where the longer the difference between the
country's imitation leads and other countries' imitation
lags, the bigger will be the volume of trade flows.
All these theories had provided alternative explana-
tions to the causes of trade which are not found or not
10 M. V. Fosner, International Trace and Technical Theory
Oxford Economic Paper, Oct., 1961, vol. 13 pp. 323-341
16
substantially covered by the accepted theory. The impor-
tance is that: these theories and some others are not
mutually exclusive, but in fact are complementary to the
accepted theory. Among them, the one which is closely re-
lated to the process of economic development and emphasizes
the more detail investigations of the individual products
or groups of products in trade flows is the newly developed
Product Cycle Theory.
2.4 The Product Cycle Theory
Trade theories developed recently do take great
account on issues that we have emphasized. Among them, the
Product Cycle Theory (also known as the Product Life Cycle
Theory) developed by R. Vernon11, S. Hirsch12, W. Gruber
11 Raymond Vernon, "International Investment and Inter-
national trade in the Product Cycle", Quarterly Journal
of Economics, Vol. 80, 1966, pp. 190-207;
, "The Location of Economic Activity",
in John H. Dunning ed., The Economic Analysis and the
Multinational Enterprise. London: Allen & Unwin, 1971
pp. 89-114.
12 Seev Hirsch, "The U.S. Electronic Industry in Inter-
national Trade", National Institution Economic Review,
Nov. 1975, pp. 92-97;
, Location of Industry and International
Competitiveness, Oxford 1967;
, "Hypotheses Regarding Trade between
Developing and Industrialized Countries", in The Inter-
national Division of Labor, Problem and Perspectives,
International Symposium edited by Herpert Briersch
Institute fur Weltwirtshaft Kiel Tubinge, 1974, pp.65-82.
17
and D. Mshta13, and L.T. Wells Jr.14 etc., since 1966
contributes to the explanation of recept werld trade
pheromenon. And, this theory provides a distinct ambit
of interest that calls for further theoretical and empi-
riccal investigaticons.
The development of the product cycle nodel also owes
contributions from authors like M.V. Posner15, G.C. Hufbauer16
R.W. Klein17 and J.M. Finger18 etc. They are credited in
13 W. Gruber, D. Mebta and R. Vernon, "the R & D Factor
in International Trade and International Investment of
U.S. Industries", Journal of Political Economy, Fed.
1967, pp. 20-37.
14 Louis T. Wells Jr., The Product Cvcle & Internatiornal
Trade, Havard University Press, 1972;
, "A Product Life Cycle for Inter-
national Trade?", Journal of Marketing, Vol. 32, July
1968, pp. 1-6;
, "Test of a Product Cycle Nodel of
International Trade: U.S. Exports of Consumer Durables",
Quarterly Journal of Economics, Fed. 1969, pp. 152-162.
15 M.V. Posner, "International Trade and Technical Change",
Oxford Economic Paper, Oct. 1961, Vol. 13, pp. 323-341.
16 G.C. Hufbauer, Synthetic Naterials & The Theory of
International Trade. London, 1965;
, "The Impact of National Characteristics
&Technology on the Commodity Composition of Trade in
Manufactured Goods", in R. Vernon ed., The Technology
Factor in International Trade. Columbia University
Press, 1970.
17 Roger W. Klein, "A dynamic Theory of Comparative
Advantage", Americ Economic Review, Vol. 63, 1973,
pp. 173-184.
18 J.M. Finger, "A New View of the Product Cycle Theory",
Weltwirtscbaftlichss Archiv., 1975, pp. 79-99.
18
their investigations and elchoraotions of relevant hypo--
theses corresponding to such a niodel although
theses may beIbelled in the waneas of "T, E-1 chnol. o c 1 Cap
Theory, Dynamic h ory of Comerative Advsntage" ete. we
will soon realize that they are in fact con i.st L t with the
Fraconct .ct Cycle hey have p r ovi_ded I.r por tant support s
for for the applicability of the Product Cycle Tiod el in e Lpla Be r-
ing the trade flows of manufacturers.
In so far as the process of economic devepgent
implies continuous technology progress, new products-.. .
which are initially inventions of scientists and engineers will be developedfrom time to time, It is, ho-w-ever, the
entrepreneurs who actually bring about the realization of
various in no:rations into new products to acco¢noda to con-
sumption deands. In most cases, the very incentive to
introduce new products is to achieve a ruasi--monopoly for
aperiodoftime.
'any such products are observed to obgerved to pess
cycle. Starting from their initial stage as new products,
they are gradually developed into more nature prod.uuc ts. Again
after some time, they become standar. zed. These phenonienon
form he base of the Product Cycle Model in prov__ding e1_pla-
19 Louis T. Wells Jr., In LernQ .ional- the Product
Cycle Approach, in his The Froduct lile cvcle & Inter-
nation l Trade, Havard University Tess, 1972, po.5•
a period of time
19
nations for the changing patterns of cony arative advantage
and the world trade patterns.
We wish to define first what Product Cycle Goods are.
The porpose of so doing is to facilitate the analyses that
felow throughout the study. Aocording to S. Hirsch 20,
traded commodities can be classified into three categories.
They are the Ricardo Goods, the Heckscher- Ohlin Goods and
the Product Cycle Goods.
Ricardo Goods are those agricultural goods, mineral
goods, and their corrseponding products. In other words
goods that contain high propotions of particular natural
resources- agriculture in certain types of land, mining and
primary processing in certain areas endowed with minerals.
Examples of Ricardo Goods are: Canadian wheat, Australian
wool, kuwait' s oil, Chile' s copper as well as Taiwan' s sugar
etc.
Heckscher- Ohlin Goods are referred mainly to manu-
factured goods, but not all of them. The comparative ad-
vantage of these traded goods is determined by factor endow-
ment and factor proportions. Examples are: textile products,
metal products, building materials andsemi- conductors etc.
Their main features are the stability of their production
Seev Hirsch," Hypotheses regarding Trade between
20
Developing and Industrial Countries", in H. Giersch,
Tubingen and Mohr ed.. The International Division of
Labor, Problem and perspectives, Herbert Briarsch
Institute fur weltwirtshaft Kiel, 1974, pp. 65- 82.
process and stare dar dizoitin qualities. Fol f owing the
Heckscher--Ohlin theory of trade, the capital abundant
industrial countries will tend to produce and t o export
capital-intensive commodities, and import -ILabor- intensive
commodities from the labor abundant developing dountries.
The above two groups are yet unable to include all
traded commodities. Those new products that are developed
through innovations as well as Research and Development
(R & D) efforts cannot be included. Hirsch henceforth
grouped them into a category named product Cycle Goods.
Actually, Product Cycle Goods are part of the Heckscher-
Ohiin Goods. ?Then products are mature or standardized,
their characteristics in production and trade can adequ.ate?-
be described by the Accepted. Theory. On the Other hand, the
Product Cycle 11odei offers explanations to trade flows of
Eeploying the United Nation's Standard Internetional
Trade Classification (SITC) system, and in the light of
the above exposition, Product Cycle Goods are confined
mainly to products within the SITC 5-8 categories (i.e.,
manufactures). This will also define our area of empirical
in the coming chi te s.
20
21
2.5 The Essence of the Model
A figure designed by Louis T. vells Jr.21 is
considered to be helpful in providing an overview of the
product Cycle Theory. The Three Phases of a product's
life (postulated by R. Vernon 22) are illustrated in five
stages of trade flows positions between U.S., the indus-
trial countries (mainly the western Europe and Japan) and
the developing countries.
21 Louis T. Wells Jr., The product cvcle & International
Trade, Havard University Press, 1972, p. 15
22 R. Vernon, "International Investment and International
Trade in the Product Cycle", Quarterly Journal of
Economics, vol. 80, 1966, pp. 190-207.
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Our expositions of the entire molel will be undur-
to en by tracing the three phases in a product's llfe23,
and accompanied by considerations on five issues in each
of the phase respectively. Special emphasis, hovever, will
be placed on the pattern of trade flows (product life trade)
that arises.
(A) Phase One: New Products
(l) Method of Production
The production of new products required a high pro-
portion of scientific and technolcical inputs. Professional
knowledge as well as practical experience are hence cost
critical for the successful development of nei products.
The employment costs of scientists and engineers
therefore account for the major portion of total outlays
in this introductory stage of a product. We can describe
such type of production to be skill-intensive 24
On this aspect, R.K Klein25 has postulated a
knowledge function in explaining the production. process,
23 This method of analysis was first employ ed by R.
Vernon, and has usually been followed by other authors.
24 Seev Hirsch, The U. S. Electronic industry in Inter-
national Trade, National Institution Economic Review,
NOV. 1965 PP.92-97,
25 R. W. Klein, A dynamic Theory of Ce reparative Advantage,
American Economic Review, Vol. 63, 1973 PP 183--184.
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which assumes:
All firms are perfectly competitive and that a
domestic firm "d"' s production function for a certain
product is:
(1)
where Sd is the domestic firm's knowledge function
of "learning factorst" which depends on a vector of cumu-
lative R & D variables, i. e.,
(2)
and Gd is the domestic firm's "static factors" of
cajti tal and labor.
In the pease of new products production, firm "d" 's
"learning factors" are assumed to outweigh the" learning
factors" of other foreign firms "f", i. e.,
(3)
making (4)
but, since the marginal products of the "learning
factors are diminishing, we have
maximum (5)
25
Hence, over time, when technology becomes stable,
the marginal product of cumulative R & D factors will
approach zero, and a "stable tecbnology" is reached. In this
way, foreign firms that are assumed to have comparative ad-
vantage in the employment of K and L factors, become more




Precisely, when learning factors dominate the static
factors, the domestic firm gets comparative advantage in
technology and so products are being produced and exported
by firm "d". But when the static factors dominate, firm
"d" 's existing comparative advantage deteriorates and hence
foreign productions and exports are realized. Actually,
static factors are those found in the traditional production
functions whilst the learning factors have not been con-
sidered. This is why the traditional model is referred as
static" in the explanation of comparative advantage.
(2) Industrial Structure
In order to minimize the costs involved in coping
with the problems caused by the inherent instability of
the production task, manufactures are trying to keep their
investments in fixed assets and fixed overheads as small as
possible. They refrain from installing special-purpose
machineries. Rather, they tend to rely on sub-contractor s
and independent specialist firm to perform a large cumber
of manufacturing operations and services.
(3) TN aricet Demand and Price Elasticsy
Because the ability of scientists and engineers to
cope with the problems that be encountered during this
phase of production is the most iL portant determinant of
success, entry into the market is limited oy technological
Know-how rather than by other considerations. Patent right
and/or the possession of specialized skills protect the
pioneer against encroachments from -newcomers. Capital
requirements are comparatively modest according to the
production function discussed above.
In addition, it is a seller's market because sub-
stitutes for the product concerned is scarce and quality
information to .consumers is rather limited. Price elas-
ticit T is low, i. e., high price may be ca:ar gedp? ylor•,
polythylene, transistors, radios, televis on sets, auto-
mobiles and the experiences presented by numerous other
26
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new products are good illustrations of this featu.re. As
a matter of fact, prices of most products are indeed the
highest during their early days of introduction.
(4) Location of Production
According to the findings of R.W. Klein26, U.S.
gets the highest R & D inputs in industry. 74% of U. S.' s
total scientists and engineers are connected with industry.
Moreover, these talents are also most evenly distributed
between production: 37%, R & D: 35%. management and ad-
ministration: 8%.Comparable data for other countries have
been found to be not so evenly distributed. This suggests
that U.S.'s industrial sector has provided more favorable
environment for the R & D factors to explicate their efforts.
On the other hand, U. S. also possesses a remarkable
domestic market for new products. It is large, prosperous
and consumers are generally of high-income level with eager-
ness to accept new products.
All these serve to reveal that U. S. is the best
location of production of new products.
26
R.K.Klein,"A Dynamic Theory of Comparative Advan-
tage", American Economic Review, Vol. 63, 1973, pp.
175-177.
(5) Trade Patterns
During these days, U. S. is the sole manufacturer
as well as the sole supplier in the world market. Tje
world exports of such new products is dominated by U. S.
Since the industrial countries have a more similar
background in income level and consumption demand, the new
products will first be exported to these countries. his
makes the inter -in.dus try trade, i.e., net trade, between
U. S. and the industrial countries to be s i gni ficant. On
the other hand, because the devaloping countries have a
more different income pattern (i.e., per capita income is
much. lower than that of U. S. or the indus trial countries)
ard consumption demand (not so ready to accept labor-saving
new products), exports of these products from U. S. to the
developing countries will only be started later on in a
smaller volume than those exported to the industrial coun-
tries. Accordingly, inter -industry trade between U. S. and
the developing countries is rather small.
( phase Two: Nature Proaucts
Method of Production
ew products that have survived after the introductor1
phase then enter t. eir mat-ure phase. At this stage, as 27
the demand for these products expands, according to Vernon,
27 R. Vernon, fln ternat10na? Investment and In pernat1ofa1
Product cycle",Quarterly Jounnal ofTrade in the Cycle
Economics, Vol. 80, 1966, P. 195.
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"a certain degree of stan:da.rdi ati.on will take place.
and, though the sub-categories may multiply, and the
efforts in product differentiation increase (due to more
and more vigorous competitions), any-wTay, a growing accep-
tance of certain general standards seems to be typical.
.oHence, mass production and mass distribution take place
Special purpose machinery are utiii^.ed in order to reduce
the cost of production. b.s s embl-J-l i ne s, continuous pro-
cesses, as well as other mass production techniques will
also be employed wherever appropriate. The ratio of skilled
personnel to capital is consequently reducedv and the pro-
cess of production becomes more and more capital-intensie.
In R.L. Klein' s terminology, the I'lea_rni ng factors
are gradually losing their Comparative advantage in pro-
duction. And, that the static factors,"i.e.,
especially R in this phase. become more and more important.
(2) Industrial Structure
More and more firms are now azzraczeo to ueu aii
industry in order to get benefits from a growing market.
The expiry of patents, the development of close substitutes,
and the acquisition of manufacturing skills, make entry
technically possible. Suppliers of capital are more eager
in backing up enterprises which possess capabilities in
expanding markets. This also makes entry to be possible
29
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even in productions requiring haavy capital inv estnents.
During these days, talonts of administration, of
cost management, and of marketins methods are eritically
importat instead of the scientists and engineers. Nana-
gement, defined in the broadest sense, becomes the most
important human-input during this phase.
(3) Narket Demand Structure and Price Slasticity
Market demands of these mature products are becomins
more and more price elastic. Customers have a larser number
of suppliers to choose from. In order to attract customers
and to maintain their acquied markets, manufacturers have
to offer additional aervices. such as: repair facilities
guarantees, and fast dellivery etc.
(4) Location of Productionl
Following the discussion in (B) (l). tose capi-
tal abundant industrial countries are becoming more and more
advantageous in the production of the mature products. They
are capable to install those specialized machinery and equip-
ment as required. Thus, import- substion productions start
and exports begin. On the other hand. when the foreign denand.
for such products have grown to a cartain extent, and when
the cost of production in the industrial countries plus the
cost of transportation are lower than the ccsts of the U.S.
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products, the U. S. firms are s likely to make . investmeants
abroad in order to maintain competitiveness. Hence, the
locations of production in mature products will be shifted
to the industrial countries.
(5} Trade Pattern
During this phase, the mature products are proctuced
in the industrial countries, initially for import-substitu-
tions, and then, the scale of production expands and exports
starts. Products will be exported to the developing countries.
to compete with the U.S. products. Gradually, the U. S. exports
in such products to the developing countries will be dis-
placed. When costs of production plus cost of transportation
happen to be even cheaper than the domestic prices of the U. S.
products, these products turn out to be competitive in, the
U. S. market as well. Accordingly, iiter-incus try trade is
found to contract between U. S. and the industrial countries.
But, at the same time, the intra-industry trade, i.e., total
trade, becomes growingly significant between U. S. and the
industrial countries.
On the other hand, as inter-industry trade between
U.S. and the developing countries gets smaller, the inter-
industry trade between the industrial countries and the
developing countries will be increasingly significant.
This is because exports of such mature products from the U.S.
to the developing countries are displaced by those of the
inoustrial countries.
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(C) Phase Three: Standardized Products
(i)ethod of Production
As the market gets saturarea, erne mature products
enter their standardized phase. Products specification
are by now quite standardized, i. e., the sequence of
operations as well as their scales are more or less
fixed, and innovations in either the products or the pro-
duction processes are getting rarer.
The size of manufacturing units become larger, eco-
nomies of Scale is an important factor in determining the
competitive strength of individual manufacturers. Other
than heavy capital investments, the production process
becomes more labor-intensive. The composition of the labor
force also alters, i.e,, the proportion of unskilied and
semi-skilled workers rises in comparison with the previous
phase and therefore wage outlays account for a growing
percentage in the total cost of production
(2) Industrial Structure
Since competition is now more and more vigorous,
market position and financial resources affect entry.
Number of firms is found to be decreasing due to the
failure under competition. The supply of cheap labor
becomQS more vital. Ordinary working labor becomes the
most imoortant human-input in this phase.
(3)Narket Demed Strutture and price Elasticit
market demnnd is row not only price elastic ,but
actually, price-sensitive ,Prices have to be ndjusted to
the level of the laast cost seller, Cuslomerg' expecta
tions regarding the products, their specfications and
useful life expoectancy etc bacome stable.since cus-
towers are now well informed about alternative sources
of. surkply and they are sufficiently experienced to i en t- _J f .
arnon3 the qualities of various produu c ts.
In this phase, servicing is more than a matter of
rout .ne ctjeck-up, minor adjustments and replacement of
faulty parts. It becomes an orsential funetion in carketn
waich determines whether a certain product will be purchased
yers or not
(4) Location of Productio
The developing countries are relatively labor-abundan
Plentiful supply of cheap labor are found in these lands.
Henceforth, in this phase, the developing cofmts es may
offer competitive advantages as a Production location for the
now labor-intensive standardized products.
The development process is similar to that experienced
by those industrial count.Lis s in the second pase. The
developing countries Will first start in their import
substitution productions. To s pply their domestic demand s
of such rsroducts which were originally imported mainly from
33
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U. S. and later on from the industrial countries As the
volume of production grows over tine and t?-je doneestic
markets are saturated, exports of these exports will be
ready T for competition with those produced by the industrial
countries in the world rm.arket. And in case that costs of
production plus costs of transportation in these developing
countries become cheaper than the correspond-:rig prices in
the industrial countries' home r:,arkets, keen competition
will take place in the indu-is trial countries. Gradually,
the industrial countries become importers of such products
(5) Trade Pattern
in these days, inter-industry trade etween the
developing countries and the industrial countries de terio-rates
while intra-indusry trade becomes more and more sigrificant
This is due to the initial import - substitution activities as
welll as the export-expansion that follows in developing
countries. Finally, after a period of time, intor-industry
trade between the se countries will increase again. But s
net imorters are the industrial countries. On the other
hand intra-industry trade on such products may found to be
more significant or deteriorated depending on whether such
products contain a wige of versions or not. If they
do contain many versions, intra-industry trade ray become
more significant whilst in the case of few versions intre-
industry trade may deteriorate.
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Also Motably, in these days, U.S. imports of these
standardized products from the developing countries will
increase due to their cheaper prices than those produced
by the industrial countries. Hence, inter-industry trade
is once again found to be increasing between U.S. and the
developing countries.However, the flows are now in the
opposite direction, i.e., U.S. is now the importer or even
a net importer. This completes the life oycle of a newly
developed product.
After all, we found out that the Product Cycle Model
is again based on the difference in factor endowments among
countries. And , in the different phases of the life of a
product, different factors which produce comparative advan-
tage in production at a certain phase will dominate the
production functions. That is: in the phase as a new pro-
duct, skill-labor is the dominating factor in production.
Henceforth, the technology abundant U.S. gets com-
parative advantage in the production and exports of new
products. Then, as a mature product, capital becomes the
most important input in production. So, the industrial
countries have comparative advantage in the production and
exports of mature products.Finally, being a standardized
product, working-labor is the critical factor in production.
Therefore, the developing countries are likely to acquire
the comparative advantage in the production and exports of
36
F imure 2
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a standardized product. This model suggests that pro-
duction functions of certain product are different in
various phases of its life cycle. This analysis is
consistent with the fact that various countries are at
various stages of economic development and therefore
harre comparative advantage in various manufactured
products.
As a thole, the product cycle model illustrates
the existence of a certain proportion of trade flows., i. e.,
the product cycle trade. And, such an illustration is of
particular importance to the developing countries. In
the light of this model, the developing countries will
be in a better position to identify .their directions of
productions and exports. Due to the fact that manufactured
products will generally go through life cycles after they
have been innovated, those technology abundant and/or
capital abundant industrial countries will hot always
nossess comparative advantage in the production and export
of these products. If the product's competitiveness
(when it becomes matured or standardiz. d) rests 'eventually
on cheap labor costs or light capital investments, the
developing countries will be in an advantageous position
for its production and exports. we shall illustrate this
in our study of bilateral commodity trade between Japan
and Taiwan.
In concluding this chapter, the author Mould like to
present a .figure in revealing the Product Cycle Nodel' s
hypotheses on trade flows concerning manufactured goods.
38
figure 2 illustrates that,
in phase (1), U. S. is both the sole producer and supplier
of a certain new product, say A, in the market.
The industrial countries (ICs), being similar
in income level and consumption taste to that
of the U.S., will have an earlier timing of the
imports of A as well as at a treater volume of
imports than those developing countries (DCs)
whose income level and consumption taste are
rather different from that of the U. S.
in phase(ii) Productions of A gradually take place in the
ICs. And, their Products will be competitive
in both the domestic markets of the ICs as well
as the markets of the DCs. Hence, a portion of
U.S.'s exports (of A) is replaced;
in phase( iii) The ICs become the main producer and supplier
of product A. Other than produces some for her
domestic consumption, U. S. will import some
from the ICs. On the other hand, the demands
of A in the DCs will chiefly be supplied by the
ICs;
in phase (iv) As the production of A take place in the DCs,
its supply dependence from the ICs is alleviated.
On the other hand, the U. S. will probably refrain
from the production of A. So, her demands of
A will depend on imports
39
in phase (v) Other than their domestic markets, pro-
ductions of A by the DCs will gradually
become competitive in the U.S. market;
in phase (vi) Eventually, the DCs become the main
producer and supplier of product A. the




THE ECONOMIC BACKGROUND OF THE BILATERALTRADE DARTNERS:
TAIWAN AND JAPAN
In the original context. of the Product Cycle Nodel
the U.S. is postulated to be the creator of product cycles
Other countries, no matter what is her level of industrial-
ization, are considered to be on the process of catching-up
of product cycles. Actually, many new products are not
innovated and developed by the L.S. f2atber, they are de-
veloped by other countries, and they uTill also go through
their respective life cycles. And, their location of pro-
duction will also shift from the innovating countries to
other countries as they become nature or standardized. Thus,
product cycle trade will also occur in these products. In
addition, the original product cycle model has not taken into
account the quality and characteristic of a new product as
well a-s its likelihood to become a product cycle good in the
world market. In viewing all these considerations, tl:e would
ike to give aruments for the suggestion that, besides the U.S.,
The terms Creator of Product Cycles and Catchng-up
of Product Cycles were suggested by K. Akamatsu in his
A Historical Pattern of Economic Croy, th in Developing
Countries in The Developing Econor= ic s. Tokyo: The In-
ti t-lit *!e o f A 'sian Economic Affairs, 19b2, p.lls They are
employed here only because the author consider that they
1-ar rip s cribe the situations of japan and Tian suitably.
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there are other creators of product cycles. And, more
important, if new products developed by a creator of pro-
duct cycles are more commonly accepted in the world market,
then, various domestic productions and so as product cycle
trade will more likely to take place than those new pro-
ducts which are less cos. monly accepted.
In the ,nr esent study, the situations of Japan and
Taiwan will be discussed as an example. This serves to pro-
vide strictly the theoretical backgrounds for incorporating
the product cycle approach into a bilateral trade flows
analysis.
3.1 Jpan's Position- A creator of Product Cycles
Japan is.the first Asian country to have undertakcn
the process of industrialization. Owing to tier lack of domes-
ric resources (such as: petroleum, iron ore, coal and non-
ferrous ores etc.) and itith a limited ar ble Tana relative
to its population, Japan's development process had to rely
much on foreign trade In order to acquire food-stuffs and
raw materials to support her economic progress, Japan had
to provide various manufactures for the exchange. That is
why Japan's pattern. of trade is so closely related with her
industrial structure in her development process.
Japan has undergone three distinct structural changes2
2 The suggestion of the three structural changes of
Japan Japan during her process of economic development was given
by K. Kojima in his Japan & a Pacific Free Trade Area.
London: Macmillan, 1971. PP. 9-12
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during her industrialization process. The first was the
"Light Industrialization" that began early this century
and accelerated after World war I. During those days, Japan' s
foreign trade was of the processing type, i. e., by importing
raw materials, manufacturing them for domestic use and ex-
ports. Textiles, foodstuffs as well as other light industrial
products were the major exportables.
The Japanese continued to learn,, to purchase and to
absorb scientific know-how and technology from the advanced
countries. At the same time, Japan increased persistently her
investments on R & D. These efforts consequently led to
Japan's second structural change in the late thirties, namely,
the "Heavy and Chemical Industrialization ". But, this process
could only be accomplished in the mid-sixties. However,
during the fifties, plans have been formulated to madernrize
and rationalize the steel industry, to create a petro-chemical
industry, to promote the heavy machinery and automobile indus-
tries, to expand the electronic and synthetic rubber indus-
tries and to revive the ship-building and aircraft industries.
Then, during the sixties, .the industrial structure of Japan
was shifted rapidly towards heavy and chemical industries.
In this way, Japan has managed to develop her capital-
intensive industries. Her exportables are now mainly manu-
factures such as iron and steel products, chemical products,
transportation equipments and various macilaneries. Nowdays,
exports from this initially labor abundant country, were, on
te average. more capital-intensive than her imported
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productsj. Indeed, Japan has grown up to he one of the
typical industrial countries.
These changes in Japan's industrial structure and
pattern of trade are basically consistent with Japan's
comparative advantage positions. In the early days, Japan
got the advantage of an abundant supply of cheap labor
later, Japan's capital and efficient labors still had com-
para tive advantage when compared with other advanced countries.
Nowadays, due to the rapid increase in her wage costs, Japan
has lost or is losing her comparative advantage in many
products to those developing countries with abundant supply
of cheap labor. Such products are mainly those primary goods,
light manufactures as well as those standardized products.
Seeing that her coipetitiveness in these products
have deteriorated, Japanese producers, in addition to the
developing of the more sophisticated versions of these pro-
ducts, tried to follow the route of the U. S. to innovate and
develop their own skill-intensive products. The recent re-
cords of Japan'.s export trade does indicate such a trend.
3 Such a remark is based on the findings of N.I Tate-
moto in his Factor Proportions &Foreign Trade- the
case of Japan, Review of Economics Statistics,Nov.,
1959•
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JERC),Jaoan's Economy, PSource: Japan Economic Research Centre(JERA),Janan's
mote: Labor-intensive industries: foodstuffs, textiles,other ligh
industrial products
Resource-consurflifg industries: raw materials and fuel, non-
metal ores, iron and steel 1 non-f erro.us metals
industries generalSkill-intensive industpies: cgenucak oriuyete=s,ceneral turpcer
machineries, eiectronic machineries, trarsport equipmints andmachineries, electronic machineries, transport
precision miacr inery.
14 These notes are provided inalong with the table
concerned in the sourcee
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sort the above table, i t is observed that Japan s
export trade has shifted towards Skill-intensive Indus-
trialization. Hence, another structural change after the
Heavy and Chemical Industrialization has taken place.
According to the findings of Louis T. Wells Jr. 5, during
the last fifteen years, the Japanese manufacturing indus-
tries have vigorously absorbed and purchased technologies
from U. S. and other advanced countries. And accompanied by
her own R & D efforts, Japan has eventually come to possess
such a level of scientific and technological knowledge that
began to innovate and to develop new products herself.
Nore important is, Japan is found to be the country
that is most likely to innovate or design new products that
satisfy needs of middle or low income consumers.6 Her new
products, on the average, are found to be not so labor-saving
but more practical. Accordingly, such products are bound to
be more commonly accepted by the developing countries. And,
because of the closeness in geograph-i.c position, Japan has
become an immediate supplier of r.any such products to those
deve oiling countries in Southeast: Asia in particular.
5 Louis T Wells Jr Test of a Product Cycle No 1
of Interna onal Trada U.S Exports of Consumer DE a-
bles" Quioterly jounnalofeoonomics of Consumer Dua-
pp.160-162
6 Louis T Wells Jr., " International Trade - The Feo-
Cycle Approach" in his ed. The Product Life C- cle and
international Trade. Harvard University Press, 1972. P.5
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Under such circ instances, a t is considered to rye
mutually beneficial for Japan to foster an industrial re-
ad adjustment aiming at the continuous contraction of those
industries which the deveoping countries have or are
gaining comparative advantage on one hand, and, the promo-
tion of the growth of her new, comparatively advantageous
sectors on the other. Those skill-intensive products such
as computers, aircraft, electric cars and other transport
system, complex assembly industries such as communication
equipments, off ice machinery, construction machinery, Will
become important and competitive sectors of the Japa nese
export trade. This re-adjustment will, at the same time,
provide more opportunities for the increase in imports of
those labor-intensive products from the developing countr-i es.
In short, the Japanese economy's moving toi ard.s sk ill-
in teiisive industrialization has indicated a basic switch of
her pattern of, trade from that characterized by the catch-ing-
up of product cycles to that of the creation of product
cycles. And, this serves to clarify part of the background
in conducting our analyses.
3.2 Taiwan 's Situation - Catching-up of Froduct Cycles
Being small in area and poorly endowed with natural
resources, foreign markets are again vitally needed in accom-
modating Taiwan's production expansions as well as developmef
activities, .Although started her Industrie] i ::,ation process 
only late in the mid-fifties, Tainan's a chi evenents are 
remarkable. Similar to that of 3 a pan, Taiwan's industrial 
structure, and so as tn s inter-related pattern of trade, 
have gone through various adjustments during her process of 
economic development to suit the circumstances.
At the beginning, a comprehensive land reform pro­
gram was executed. This consisted of the purchasing ana 
redistribution of the arable land, the improvement of seeds, 
the increasing of yields per unit of land, the shortening of 
the growing peric s of plants, the introouction of inter­
crop pi an ting , th improving and c on s l. ru ct in^ o _l i r r i ej a tion 
systems, as well as the applying of chemical fertilizers m  
cultivation. As a result, the agricultural sector of Taiwan 
did play its part in providing the T! effective surplus "
( agricultural savings ) to support the development ox light 
industries^. From 1953 onwards, five Four-Year Economic De­
velopment Plans^ have been implemented in Taiwan. Tlirough tne
7 Mo-huan Hsing, " The Development Experience of Taiwan
and South Korea : A Comparison ", Hong Kong : Economic
Research Centre, CUHK, pp * 5“9 f 1974-
8 They were The i p Plan, 1953--19565
th e 2^d Plan , 1957 --i960,th e 3th Plan, 1 9 6 1-■ 196;i,the i  o Plan, 1 9 6 5--1968 ,
th e Plan , 1989 --1972.
- h rx t
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development stages of import-substitution, export-expansion,
and accompanied by the continuous constructions in social and
industrial infrastructures as well as the rapid accumulation
of capital, taiwan's industrial structure and the related
pattern of trade were changed accordingly.In the interest
of the present study, we shall inspect in particular Taiwan's
changes in the composition of her trading commodities in




1956 1960 1964 1968 1 972
Rank Item% Item errs% Item% I t e rn
1 sugar 52.2 sugar 44.0 sugar 29.6 textiles 22.5 textiles 27.3
rice 14.1 textiles 13.9 textiles 13.8 electrical electrical
apparatus 9.8 apparatus 16.4
canned canned banana 6.8 canned plastic
food 5.0 f'coc.1 4.8 food 9.7 product 5.9
Ii tro- banana 3.7 canned plywood 6.7 plywood .6
nella 4.5 food 6.7
5 tea 4.2 tea 3.7 plywood 6.0 banana 5.9 canned
f o o d 4.0
6 textiles 2.9 basic rice 1+.6 sugar 5.7 basic
metal 3.2 3.3
7 banana 2.3 rice 3.1 basic plastic timber
metal 3.2 product 1F.2 product 3.3
8 basic chemicals 3.0 cement 3.0 chemicals 2.8 machinery 3.2
me tal 2.3
9 chemicals 1.6 litro-- timber machinery 2.8 sugar 2.8
nella 2.1 product 2.7
10 salt 1.2 timber chemicals 2.2 timber transport
product '1'09 product 2.4 equipment 2.1
Total 90,.1 83.2 78.6 72.6 72.7
Source : tltxltt ry Jour Bank of Bank of Taiwan, 1i/Vo1L 27, pp 4-8
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From Table 3.2, it is observed that in the first
period, exportables of Taiwan were only those primary goods
such as suger, rice, litronella and some primary products
like canned food. Then, textile products, the typical labor-
intensive good, became Taiwan's leading export commodities.
At the same time, some other light industrial products such
as plywood, timber products and basic metals were noted to
be increasingly important in Taiwan's export trade.
In the latter periods, those more capital-intensive
goods such as plastic products, chemicals, electrical appa-
ratus and appliances and even machineries became more and
more inportant in Taiwan's export trade. This indicates that
Taiwan has moved to a position of the productions and expor-
tations in some capital-intensive goods. To be more clear,
such a change in Taiwan's pattern of trade can be sh oTn if
her export commodities are in turn classified into three
major categories( namely: primary goods, primary products,
manufactured goods) and their corresponding performances
were tabulated in Table 3.3-
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Table 3.3


























Source:Taiwan Statistical Data Book, 1976, p. 182.
It is observed that the percentage in total exports
of primary goods has declined continously from the beginning
of the period. In fact, during the mid-fifties, Tafunn had
started her development process, and the product ion of pri-'
mary products were encouraged instead. Consequently, the
primary products were Taiwan's major expor tab le s before 1965.
From 1965 onwards, i.e, starting from Taiwan's 4 th
Four.Year Enonomic Development Plan, manufactured products
have displaced the position of primary products to become
Taiwan's major exportahles. By the end of the period, its
percentage has gone up to 83.6. This tells that throughout
the economic development process, Taiwan has managed to
upgrade her industrial structure, namely, from. the initial
primary productions to that of light industrial productions,
followed by the labor-intensive productions in those stan-
dardized products such as textile products, plastic products,
electrical apparatus and appliances etc., and recently, to
the production and exportation of more capital-intensive goods
such as machineries, synthetic fabrics, plastic materials,
chemical products, electronic components and chemical ferti--
liters. At the present stage, Taiwan's labor costs are still
relatively low compared to many other countries. In shorts
Taiwan possesses comparative advantage in the production and.
exportation of mature and/or standardized products. Thus,
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comparing with Japan's si tuation,Taiwan is the type of
trade development that characterized by the catching-up
of product cycles.
3.3 Considerations on theBilateral Environment
After the industrial structures and patterns of t- aue
of our bilateral trade partners have been revealed, we
could ik e to give reasons for selecting them in an analysis
l
of the product Cycle Model at a bilateral trade flows ievei.
The geographic proximity of the two countries, their
historical ties, their difference in the stages of indus-
trialization as well as the similarities in their consumption
tastes9, all these have led to the very close relationship in
trade of Taiwan and Japan. The fo? to Ting records indicate
such a fact.
y With similar consumption tastes,products of the
countries are more complementary. Thus, trade flows
will be more significant.
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Table3 . 4
Trade Volume of Taiwan vs Japan
Exports Imports
Year ( in % of Taiwan' s total ) ( in % of Taiwan' s total )
exports to all countries imports from all countries
1953 46 . 4 28 . 5
54 53 . 9 30 . 3
55 60 . 6 30 . 9
56 35 . 5 34 . 7
57 38 . 9 33 . 4
58 43 . 9 33 . 5
59 42 . 7 36 . 9
1960 37 . 4 34 . 4
61 28 . 5 32 . 1
62 24 . 2 32 . 7
63 33 . 1 28 . 8
64 30 . 9 34 . 8
65 30 . 6 39 . 8
66 24 . 0 40 . 0
67 17 . 9 40 . 5
68 16 . 2 40 . 0
69 15 . 0 44 . 2
1970 15 . 1 42 . 8
71 12 . 3 44 . 9
72 12 . 9 41 . 6
73 18 . 7 37 . 7
74 15 . 2 31 . 8
75 13 . 1 30 . 4
Average 29 . 6 37 . 2
Source: For 1953 to 1965 data - Table 10 - 10 , Exportsby Countriesof Desti -
nation, p . 114 ; Table10 - 11 , Impors by Source, p . 115 . TaiwanSta
tistical Data Book , 1964 , Council forI nternationalEconomicSo -
oporationand Development, ExecutiveYuan , R . O . C .
For 1964 to 1975 date - Table 148 , ExternalTrade by Regionsand
Countries, pp . 248 - 291 . StatisticalYearbookof the Republicof
Chine , 1976 , Direcorate- General of Budget , Accounting& Statistics.
ExecutiveYuan, R . O . C .
jortance of 'apan to Taiwan'sBy Table 3.^, the importance ox -Ak" 
external trade has been indicated. In respect to total 
inlports froIT1 the world, the share imported from Japan xn 
particular has persistently maintained a very high percen­
tage up to 37.2, Taiwan is considered to be an imeoiate 
market for the Japanese products.
On the other hand, concerning Taiwan's exports too 
Japan, although the relevant share is still significant on 
the average, its importance has decreased. From the initial
position of 46.4% in 1953 to that of 13.1% in 1975, showing
that Taiwan's export dependence on the Jpanese market has 
been alleviated by means of export diversifications.
Following the arguments in section ( 1 ), this chapter,
Japan has grown up to be a typical industrial country. Other 
than the purchasing and absorbing of new s c x e n t m c  ,.n°>
ther advanced countries Ja (j Ex IIledges and* technologies from o 
has gradually become a country that possesses comparative 
advantage in the production and exportation of sKxlr-xnxensxte 
new products. In addition, since new products developed by 
Japan are generally more practical ( when compared with those 
more luxurious versions developed by the U.S. and Western 
Europe, in the view of the developing countries ) and less 
expensive. They are more welcomed by the developing countries. 
Henceforth, many of these new products are found to be rather
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competitive in the world marl--Let tcular ly in the
nearby Southeast Asian countries 215, oreover, since these
products can be produced with less technology and capital
inputs, the process of import-substitution in the developing
countries can usually take place earlier. Henceforth shorter
life cycles of products and eventually earlier product cycle
trade could be expected.
In addition, such a shift in the location of production
is well based on the principles of Comparative Advantage
Developing countries which possess a stronger compara tine
advantage position in the production of mature and/or stan-
dardized products are in a- better position to be benefited
from the It catching-up of product cycles". Follov ing the
discussions in section( 2 ) this chapter, we know that
Taiwan is in a better position than many other developing
economies in this aspect..
As a ch ole, since Japan is a creator of product cycles
whilst Taiwan is in a catching-up of product cycles position,
and with such close economic ties, phenomenon of product
cycle trade should be detectable within these two countries'
bilateral commodity flow records. So, aster presenting a sirn-
pl.ifi.ed model and the corresponding approach for the present
study in the following section, we will go into the empirical
test.
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3.4 The Suggested Model
Although many empirical studies concerning the
Product Cycle Model have been concducted10, however, their
investigations were mainly on some of the industries or
even a particular industry in a certain eountry. The present
study, on the other .nand, is aimed at the finding of empirical
evidences to substantiate the existence of the product cyles
of the manufactured goods within a bilateral trade case.
10
The studies are:
(a) Louis T. Wells, Jr., " Test of a Product Cycle
Model of International Irade: U.S. Exports of Con-
sumer Durables", Quarterly Journal of Economics,
Feb. 1969. pp. 152-162.
(b) Seev Hirsch, "The United States Electronic Indus-
trtr in International Trade, National Institution
Economic Review, Nov. 1965, pp. 92-97.
(c) Robert B.. Stobaugh, " The Neo-technology Account of
International Trade": The Case of Petro -chemicats ",
in L.T.Wells Jr. ed., The Product Life Cycle and In-
ternational Trade, Harvard University Press, 1972,
pp, 83-99•
(d) Yoshihiro Tsuruini, " R & D Factor and Exports of
Manufactured Goods of japan ", in L.T. Wells Jr. ed.,
The Product Cycle and International Trade, Harvard
University Press, 1972, pp.161-179.
(e) Jose R. De la Torre, Jr.,'' Marketing Factors in
Manufactured Exports from Developing Countries", in
L.T. Wells Jr. ed., The Product Life Cycle and Inter-
national Trade, Harvard University tress, 1972,
pp 277_245.
(f) Cary C. Hufhauer, Synthetic Materials and the
Theory of International Trade, London: Gernald
Duckworth & Co., 1965.
(g) Gordon K. Douglass," Product variation & Inter-
national Tree in Motion Pictures ", doctoral disser-
tation, M.I.T. s 1963.
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We shall test whether a developing oountry jike
Taiwan did exibit the experience of product cycele trade
in her bilateral commodity flows with Japan. This would
involve inspections on whether in the early days whan cer-
tain products are prduced and exported by Japan. Taivan
was only a consumer and importer. Them. when these prodcts
became more mature. Taliwon would start ber own productions.
Sut as long as the volume produced was analler thsn the
domestic demands, Taiwan still had to imort such a product.
Only when the voluwe produced became larger than the domestie
demands. exports of such a product woyld be realized.
In the analyses that follow, the United Nations'
"commodity Trade Statistics"and data frome the "Japan
Exports and Imports"will be employed in calcuating
various trade flow indiced. These two sets of statistical
data are both prepared according to the Standnrd ynternational
Trade Classification(SITC)system which is wost conmonly
employed in doing empirical studies on trade.
To facilitate the works that follow, the contents or
the SITC (up to the 3-disit level)are reproduced on the
next wo pages.
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atandard I nternstionalT rade C lassification( SITC )
S ummaryT able
o : F ood
1 : B everagesand T obacco
2 : C rude M aterials, inedible, except fuels
3 : M inerak fuels , lubricantsand related materials
4 : A nimal and vegetablesoils and fats
5 : C hemicals
6 : M anufacturedgoods classified ciefly by material
7 : M achinery and transport equipment
8 : M iscellaneousmanufacturedarticles
9 : O thers
D etailed T able
5 1 1 inorg chemicals
5 1 2 org chemicals
5 1 3 gaseouschem
5 1 4 inorg chem nes
5 1 5 radioactetc mat
5 2 1 tar or coal chem
5 3 1 coaltardyes etc
5 3 2 dye tanningextr
5 3 3 paintsetc
5 4 1 drugseto
5 5 1 essentialoils
5 5 2 soap cosmetics
5 5 3 perfumecosmetic
5 5 4 soap detrgntetc
5 6 1 fertilizersmfd
5 7 1 exposivesetc
5 8 1 plastic material
5 9 9 chemmat prd nes
6 1 1 leather
6 1 2 mfs leatheretc
6 1 3 furs dressedetc
6 2 1 rubberse , ifishd
6 2 9 rubbermfd nes
6 3 1 ven eer plywdetc
6 3 2 woodmfs nes
6 3 3 cork mfs
6 4 1 paper paperboard
6 4 2 paperetc mfs
6 5 1 yarn thread
6 5 2 cotton fabrics
6 5 3 miscel fabrics
6 5 4 ribbonsetc
6 5 5 special fabrics
6 5 6 madeuptextiles
6 5 7 rugs lino etc
6 6 1 lime cementetc
6 6 2 bricks tiles etc
6 6 3 mineralmfs nes
6 6 4 glass
6 6 5 glassware
6 6 6 pottery
6 6 7 gemsetc
6 7 0 iron and steel
6 7 1 pig iron etc
6 7 2 primry steel etc
6 7 3 shapesiron stl
6 7 4 plates iron stl
6 7 5 hoop strip
6 7 6 ry rails etc
6 7 7 wire iron steel
6 7 8 pipes iron stl
6 7 9 castingsirn stl
6 8 1 silver etc metal
6 8 2 copper
6 8 3 nickel
6 8 4 aluminium
6 8 5 lead
6 8 6 zinc
6 8 7 tin
6 8 8 uraniumthorium
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689 base metal nes road veh nes733
691 aircraftconstr metal 734
692 ships and boatscontainers metal 735
693 wire prod nonel 812 bldg fixtures
694 nails bolts etc 821 furniture etc
695 hand tools etc 831 handbags etc
696 841 clothes not furcutlery
697 mouse wares zetl 842 fur clothes etc
698 metal mfs nes 851 footwear
699 misc metal mfs 861 instruments etc
862power mach nes711 Photo goods
863 devd movie film712 agriculture mach
864 watches clocks714 office machry
music ins tru etc891715 metalwrking mach.
892 printed matter716 misc machinery
893 Plastic mfs nes717 textile etc mach
894 toys etc718 mach fr spec ind
895719 machinery nes stationery etc
896 art works etcelec mach equip721
gold silver wares897elec power mach722






732 road motor veb
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Various methods of calculation have been proposed
in analysing trade flows. In the present study, the modi-
fied Inter- and Intra-Indusry Trade Level Indices are
employed. These measures were initially suggested by
The alternative measures are
(i) Verdoon's Export-Import Ratio:
this ratio varies between 0 and + hence,
the range for ccmparison is not well confined.
(ii)Michaelyt's Index of Dissimilarity
this index varies between 0( complete similarity)
and 2( complete dissimilarity). Clearly, this
index cannot reveal the position of exports or
imports either.
(iii)Linnemann's Cosine Measure
this measures the cosine of the angle between the
vectors or exports of commodities and imports of
commodities in a multi-comsmodity space. The ratio
varies between 1( X= M) and 0( X = 0 or M = 0)
It is a rather complicated method and again incapable
to reveal the exact position of X or h
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H . G . G rubel and P . J . L loyd 1 2 and have been adoptedby others
in doing relevant empirical studies on trade flows . T he ori -
ginal expressions are
( 1 ) T he I nter - I ndustryT rade L evel I ndex :
( 1 )
where X i and M i are exports and imports of products
i i
valued in the same currency at a certain level of aggregation.
A ctually, this is a measureof " N et T rade " . lilowever,
by using this method of calculation , measurementswill be
prepared in a more confined range and can easily be compared .
N amely , this index varies between 0 if there is neither ex -
port or importspecialization( i . e . , X i = M i ) and 1 0 0 if
there is exportbut no importor the - vice versa ( i . e . , X . = 0
or M i = 0 ) .
1 2 ( i ) H . C . C rv . bel & P . J . L loyd, I nfra- I ndustryT rade,
L ondon: M acmillan, 1 9 7 5 .
" T he mii . cal crea -( ii )
surenenof T ntra - I ndustryT rade " , E conomicR ecord ,
D ec . 1 9 7 1 pp. 4 9 1 - 5 1 7 .
H . G . G rubel , " I ntra - I nd stry S peccialization&
the P attorn of T rade " , C anadianJ ournal of E concmics
& P oliticalS cience, A ug , 1 9 5 7 . pp . 3 7 4 - 3 0 0 .
" T he T heoryof I ntra - I ndustryT rade " ,( iv)
in the S tudies in I nternationalE conomics by
I . A . N c D ougall& R . H . S nape. K orth - nolland, A nsterdem
1 9 7 0 , pp. 3 5 - 5 1 .
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( 2) Similarly. the Inter-Industry Trade Level index:
(2)
again, this is also a systematic way in revealing
"Total. Trade", where Bi lies in the closed interval
[0, 100, i.e., B.- 100 when Xi.= Ni. and Bi.= 0 when
Ni.= 0 or Xi.=. 0. And from these two expressons, it is
noted that,
(3)
Nevertheless, since our main interest rests on both
the level and directions of commodity trade fl ows, these
indices are not adequate enough to meet our requirement.
That is to say, in case we obtain an index of Ai.= 100,
for instance, we can not identify its position of trade
flow. We are not informed by this index whether the country
concerned is a net exporter or a net importer, because both
Mi.= 0 or Xi.= 0 will result in a Ai.= 100. In order that
Mi=0orXi=owillresultinaAi=100.Inprderthat
the position of trade flow can clearly be indicated, some
modifications on the formula of these indices are necessary
so that their merits in measuring trade flows can be retained
while their shortcomings can be eliminated.
By the removal of the absolute signs o formula( 1 )
and (2), we have,
Ai+Bi =100
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( la ) The Inter-Industry Trae Level Lovl Index:
(4)
now, Ai lies in the closed interval -100.100. and
the trade flow positions are clearly indicated as:
( 2a ) And, from formula (2), the Intra-Indvstey Trade Laval
Index beccrnes.
'F
now, B. lies in the closed interval0 200
tae corgi esponding trade flowositi aM n
And, in the light of the original expressions (i i)
and (2 Balassa has suggested a measure of the average
inter-in_dustrv trade level in 11 n 11 industries 1. as
(6)
13
B. Balassn", Tarirr Reduetion & Trade in Manu-
factures among the Irdustristrial Covnries",
American Economic Review, June 1966, pp. 466-473.
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However, this is an unweighted a ergae of a set of Ai
The weihted average index will be14:
(7)
Similarly, using equation (4), this becomes:
(8)
By employirg equation (8) in aggregating(r1 - Ni), a
portion of total values in trade will he cancelled. out.
Hence, an under-estimation of the average " trade level"
is appaz-ent. However, in case. the number of items in aggre-
gation is large and their trade directions are almost the
same, equation (8) will provide an .ndicat-ion of both the
level and direction of trade flows.
It is a characteristic of inter-industry trade level
analysis that, Ai will be found increa-sin as weo from a
14 Paul Luey," Inter-Industry Specialization in
International Trade: The Hong Kong Case
Hong Kong Hconomic Papers. No. 11, April 1977,
pp. 22-23.
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lower to a higher level of data aggregation15 i.e.,
the subscripts denote the levels of aggregation where Ij.
Similarly, since the mean of Bi is originally given as:
(9)
Ten. nsine eauation (5). this becomes,
(10)
15 As an example, for the ith industry, at a particular
level of aggregation, Xi. andMi ( correspond to A.) are
each made up of the exports ancu imports of inaustries
defined at a more disaggregate level, called Xij and
Mij (correspond to Aij ) respectivaly. We have,
by applying a formula of Inequality
where ai are real numbers)
. . , „ r/-Dr.-f c ,-,-r p pr n-r 0 re1 5 on on m  tr *- -And, considering the ct- 1 " -
industry trade level bo .»t = the denominator in
equation ( M l  is unaffected upon aggregation i t  
that the measure of intra-industry trade at a more aggrega­
tive level is greater than, or at least no less than 
mearsured intra-industry trade with a finer breakdown of 
in industry. In short, B. will approach either 0 or 200 as
_ , , -t-nrlp c.frv is ' e i:bp 1 0 v e 0 3..Hmore detailed breaKQO^xs 0i 1 ~ ~ ~ "
calculation.
In addition, such effects upon aggregations also 
apply to aggregations across countries16. At , certain 
level of SITC, the A ± of bilateral trade with ..ndi't-caal 
countries, with each country weights determined by its 
share of the total export plus import levels, is greater 
than the measure of inter-industry trade between the country 
and the world. On the other hand, B. ( at a certain level
+• 1 nf the measure on bilateral trade is lessof aggregation ) of m e  measure
for intra-industry trade between the coun- than the measure for J
try and all the other countries combined.
Following the style of the original model presented m
Figure 2, a simplified model in revealing product cycle trade
uoier a bil.t.r.l cos.cocitv « . . .  background i. Postul.t.d
below.
-  A  Such , feature, is noted bare ^
D ar; son between bilateral trade ~  ^ + ^ a l v s e s
unde r  t h e ' * • “ * please
towards . certain country. ^  intra-industry Trade 
see H.G. Grubel & P.J;
London : Macmillan, 1975 pp.
-  67 -
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Firure 3










J :An industrial country, a creator of product cycles. Here Japan
is referrea.
T: A developing country, a catching-up of product cycles. Here
"Taiwan is referred.
Ai,Bi :The Inter-Industry Trsde Level Index and the Intrs-IndustryBi: The
Trade Levre-raex resectively as described.
Large volume of trade flows,
Medium voiume of traade flows,
Small volume of trace flows
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O ur F igur 3 suggeststhat :
I n phase ( i ) , J apan is the only exporterof various
products of a certain manufacturingindustry , say C . F rom
the stand - point of T aiwan , the inter - industry trade level
index( A i ) of C will be - 1 0 0 ( i . e . , X = 0 ) . and , the
correspondingintra - industry trade level index ( B ) of C
will be 2 0 0 , showingthat there is no intra - industrytrade
for any product in industry C .
I n phase ( ii ) , some productsin industryC are started
to be producedin T aiwan . T his alleviatesthe import depen -
dence on J apan . H owever , in these days , demandsof most of
the products in C are still fulfilled by imports from J apan ,
especially when those more sophisticated versions are con -
cerned . A ccordingly, the A i of C ( from the stand - point of
T aiwan) will be more tham - 1 0 0 but less than 0 ( i . e ,
M > X ) . A nd , the correspondingB i of C will be less than
2 0 0 but more than 1 0 0 , showingthat there exists intra -
industry trade of industry C between the two countries . H ow -
ever , J apan is the net exporter.
I n phase ( iii ) if the productsin industryC , after
mature , are labor - intensive or moderately capital - intensive
the , those products produced in T aiwan will be more and more
competitivein both T aiwan ' s domesticmarket and J apan ' s mar -
ket . M ore and more versionsof C will be replacedby T aiwan
productsover time . T he A i of C , from the stand - point of
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Taiwan, will be less than 100 but more than o (i.e.,
X>M). And, the corresponding Bi of C will be less than
100 but more than 0, showing that Taiwan is the net exporter
in intra-industry trade of industry C.
In phase (iv), eventually ( in the extreme case),
Japan will stop her domestic production of industry C. Then,
Taiwan will become the only exporter of the various products
in industry C. Accordingly, from the stand-point of Taiwan,
the Ai of C will be 100( i.e., N= 0). And, the correspon-
ding Bi of C will be 0, showing that there is no infra-industry




A BROAD INVESTIGATION OF TAIWAN -JAPAN BILATERAL CDMMODITY FLOWS
1.1 The One-Digit SITC Inter-Industry Trade Level
Indices, 1954 to 1975
In condus ting trade flows analyses, it is usually
recommended to use statistical data of exports and imports
both in f.o.b. values or both in c.i.f. values so that bias
can be avoided. Of the two, f.o.b. valuation is Preferable
since it measures the value of trade produced by producers
in each industry, while excluding the values added by trans-
porter s and traders. Unfortunately, trade data available are
generally prepared by a country in f.o.b. values for her
exports but c.i.f. values for her imports. In this respect,
the trade level will be biased upwards.
Concerning our case, since we employ mainly Japanese
trade data, exports of Taiwan to Japan will somehow be over-
stated. Fortunately, owing to the geographic proximity of the
two places, bias are considered to be admittable. However, at
the one-digit level calculations, we employ both f.o.b. values1.
The method is: if comparable( i.e., amounts given
in the same currency, records are taken i n the same time
period, commodities are classified under the same systern)
trade data are available in both counties, we can then
retain each country's export( f.o.b.) values as this
country's export data, and. her trade partner's export
( f.o.b.) values are taken as her import data. So, the
country's trade flow data are now both in f.o.b. values.
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Initially, we shahll. produce the one-disit level
inter-industry trade level indices (Ai) and Inspect
changes in the trade pattern between the bilateral partenrs.
inter-industry
the product cycle model, we may just concentrate our
interest on the SITC 5 to 8 sections. But in order to have
a more complete Picture of the bilateral trade flows, we
shall present the results of all the one-digit sections.
As a guide-line for evaluating our results that follow,
it is defied. that the inter-industry specialization is
high=moderate, or low, depending on whether the absolute
value of the measured level of inter-industry trade is
grester than or equal to 75, between 75 and 50, and equal
to or less than 50 respectively2.
In addition although our main Winterest of analysis
is on the direction and net level of trade flows, we shall
refer to Appendix 4.1 to reveal the actual trade figures
when ever required.
2
These criteria were suggested by Paul Luey in
his " Inter Industry Specialization in Internatieonal
"Trade : The Hong Kong Case ", in Hong Kong Economic
Papers :No, 11 April 1977,p.24.
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Table 4.1
Taiwan's Inter-Industry Trade Level Index (vis-a-vis Japan)
at One-Digit SITC 1954 to 1975)
SITC Sections
8 96 74 52 310Year
19545 6575859
74.691.990.49 .197.195.7 33.3 100.0 64.752.1- 4.3-40.43.014.0
11.711.535.132.618.7-100.0-1 0.0-84.7-60.0-27.7-29.8 -96.6-95.7-94.7-96.0-98.0-94.3 -96.3-97.7-86.7-98.1-98.5-98.2
-100.0-100.0-100.0-100.0-100.0-100.0
-81.7-65.4-97.2-94.9-97.9-9 .5 -38.9-71.4-94.4-98.6-95.9
19601626364656676869 91.690.491.696.396.295.793.588.85.680.2 -83.3100.01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .0-91.8-80.7100.0
22.9-21.5-26.4-12.0-8.5-6.51 .01-8.6-20.0
14.432.2-16.7-4.0-41.6-99.14.0-2.1- 2.5-8.4-82.9-87.5100.0-39.8-20.4100.0-65.9-75.1- 4.2-67.6-73.6-80.0-89.6-79.5-82.0-88.3-90.9-8 .9- 4.4- 3.9
-99.6- 7.5-98.5-97.9-97.0- 8.2-97.6-93.1-85.6-8 .9





-92.0-92.3-91.0-83.4-77.8-89.7 -70.5-83.2-69.7-43.3-64.7-73.1-89.9- 3.3-89.4-85.0-81.779.7 -10.0-8.61.530.035.920.6
-91.0-92.7-74.9-93.1-94.6-99.2
Source:Commodity Trade Statistics,United Nations,1962-1970;
Japan Exports amd Imports,1971-1975.Absolute trade figures are found in Aooendix A-4.1.
Note:These indices are viewed in the position of Taiwan,i.e.,Ai refers to net exports of Taiwan
and-Ai refers to net imports of Taiwan
"---" indicates no record data.
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From Table 4.1, it is observed. that, among all
traded commodities, Taiwan has been continuously a net
exporter( to Japan) only in SITC section 0. This section
contains mainly foodstuffs, Such as: livestock, meat, rice,
cereal, wheat, sugar, fruit, fish, milk, egg, vegetables,
coffee, cocoa, tea, and food prep. nes( not else specified)
etc. Among them, sugar and food prep. nes are important
exportables of Taiwan. Anyhow, these are Ricardo Goods where
their pattern of trade flows can well be explained by the
Law of Absolute Advantage. As a whole, in the fifties, the
exports of all section 0 items were usually amounted to more
than 90% of Taiwan's total exports( SITC 0 to 9) to Japan.
However, the corresponding percentage has dropped to 80 in
1965, then to 70 in 1968, and to 40 or so in 1972. Lastly,
at the end of the period, it was only around 30. This shows
that Taiwan has released from her backwardness of export
dependence on primary goods.
For section I, it contains only four industries s, i. e.,
beverages nonalc., beverages alc., tobacco unrnfd., and
tobacco m-s. As a whole, the export and import values ( vis-
a-vis Japan) are all below 0.5% of total exports or total
imports( again, vis-a-vis Japan). In additions since the
production and trading of beverage and tobacco is a nationa-
lined business in Taiwan, the trade flows of the commodities
in this section are less important to the present study.
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Concerning section 2 and section 3 which contain
raw materials and fuels like coal, petroleum, cotton,
fuelwood, charcoals rubber, and veg. fibres etc., Taiwan
was initially a net exporter( vis-a-vis Japan) of the
goods in these sections. But later on, she became a net
importer. This reveals that, due to Taiwan's undertaking of
her development process, her domestic demands of these
materials and fuels have substantially increased so that
she have to import from other countries instead.
Similar to that of section 1, section 4 contains a
far industries in producing mainly animals and vegetables
olls and fats. Again, since the corresponiing export and
import values( vis-a-vis Japan) are rather insignificant,
is sction is also less important to our analyses.
is we have indicated, the SITC 5 to 8 sections are
tba manufactured goods. These commodities constitute our
nterest of investigation. From Trt1be 4. 1, we observed
for section 5, 6, and 7, Taiwan was continuously a net
though, at a decreasing rate. That is, for section
initial position of A. -96.6 to a level of -87.7
tection 6, from that of -96.3 down to -73.1 and forf z r
trctcz 7, from that of -100.0 down to -79.7• Clearly,
rctions 5 to 7 contain mainly thinc capital-intensive
ana/or technology-intensive commodities of chemical products,
basic manufactures, machineries and transport equipments, we
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cannot expect Taiwan to acquire so quickly the competi-
tiveness in their production and exportation. The mentjoned
decrease in their respective trade level is we11 enough to
indicate that production and some import-substitution have
taken place.
Coming to the trade records of section 8, we got a
more no able outcome. The corresponding trade level has
changed from the initial value of -81.7 to that of 20.6.
This revealed that Taiwan has changed from her net importer
positon into a net exporter position in those miscellaneous
manufactured goods in her bilateral trade with Japan.
Another worth mentioning feature is the structural











SourceSame as Table 4.1
Amounts of exports of Taiwan to Japan of SITC
section
Amounts of exports of Taiwan to Japan of SITC
sections 5 to 8 as a whole.
Total amounts of exports of Taiwan to Japan.
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Table 4.2 provides us with the evidence to support
our arguments in Chapter Three that Taiwan's exports to
Japan have undergone substantial structural changes.
Taiwan's exports of SITC section 5 to 8 have increased
from an initial 1.9% to 42. 1% of her total exports. The
exports of section 8 in particular have increased from
0.3%' to 17.3%. These indicate that the trade-oriented growth
economy like Taiwan has managed to shift her exports from
the initial primary goods to that of manufactured goods
even in a highly competitive and protected market like
Japan.
Based upon these findings, we shall inspect further
into the 3-digit level inter-industry trade flow records in
order to find out what exactly are the products that have
exhibited the product cycle trade experiences.
4.2 The 3-digit SITC Inter-industry Trade Level Indleas.
1962 to 1975
In economic analysis, the term "industry" is
usually defined as" a group of firms producing a homogeneous
commodity. As what economists have chosen it empirical
studies on commodity trade flows, the 3-digit SIiCJ statis-
tical data do appear to separate commodities into groups
3 The descriptions of the SITC 3-digit groupings
have been given in Char. ter Three.
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most closely correspond to the concept of an "industry"
But in fact, even when industries are defined in terms of
6-digit commodity items, they may still produce more than
one product. Such a shortcoming of the available trade
data sets a limitation to the study of product cycle trade
in particular. Anyway, we shall follow the usual practice
in using the 3-digit data for our further investigations
on the bilateral commodity flows.
As a general case, let us consider for instance
that product "Z" is one of the substitutes making u.p a
given industry's spectrum of products differentiated by
quality or style. Our hypothesis is: in the extreme case,
it may be assumed that Taiwan imports initially a certain
proportion of the differentiated goods in the spectrum
from Japans including Z. Whilst Taiwan produces some do-
mesticaaly, none are exported during static equilibrium
up to time t 0. After domestic production had once been
started, imports of Z are reduced and, at time tl, exports
developed. Between time t 1 and time t2 later, Taiwan' s
statistics will show intra-industry trade consisting of
the exports' of Z and the contir-ued imports of the Z substitutes.
Accordingly, some traded products would exhibit the experience
(in terms of A,) as:
1. From -100 or -a, to -b
2. From -100 or -a! to c or 100
where (i) a, b and c are values of Ai each being less than 100
(ii) a is larger than b,
(iii) c is larger than or less than a
Table 4.3
A3-digit level Ai on SITC sections 5-8 in selected yeare
YeaSITC







































Table 4.3 ( cont.)
A 3-digit level Ai. on SIT sections 5-8 in selected years
YearSITC
Code 197519701962
-100.0651 - 67.3- 59.9
-100.0652 39.355.8
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A 3-digit level Ai on SITC sections 5-8 in selected years
SITC Year
Code 1962 1970 1975
689 --- -100.0 -99.5
691 -100.0 -100.0 -96.7
692 -100.0 -100.0 -97.3
693 -100.0 -100.0 -96.5
694 --- -100.0 -92.0
695 -100.0 -100.0 -91.5
696 -100.0 -100.0 -90.8
697 --- -100.0 57.2
698 -100.0 -87.4 -71.5
Ai(6) -100.0 -70.3 -68.3
711 -100.0 -98.1 -93.8
712 -100.0 -100.0 -99.1
714 -100.0 -43.8 -34.8
715 -100 -95.3 -91.5
717 -100.0 -100.0 -96.5
718 -100.0 -95.3 -98.4
719 -100.0 -98.9 -96.8
722 -100.0 -82.3 -75.1
723 -100.0 -100.0 -55.9
724 -100.0 -87.0 -53.3
725 -100.0 -100.0 37.8
726 --- -100.0 -100.0
729 -100.0 -66.8 -53.9
731 -100.0 -100.0 -86.1
732 -100.0 -100.0 -99.2
733 -100.0 -100.0 -89.4
734 --- -100.0 -100.0
735 -94.4 -100.0 -97.9
Ai(7) -99.3 -89.1 -77.7
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Table 4.3( cont.)
A3-alglt level Ai. on SITC sections 5-8 in selected nears
YearSITC
Code 1962 1970 1975














864 -100.0 53.9 - 57.7
891 -100.0
-100.0 77.5
892 -100.0 - 67.2 - 2.0
893
- 51.4 29.5




899 -100.0 40.0 58.3
-100.0 23.87.5Ai( 8)
A.(5_8) - 98.5 - 76.2 58.3
source: Commodity Trade Statistics, United Nations, 1962, 1970
Jaban Exports and ImPorts, 1975. Absolute trade figures
are found in Appendix A-4.3
Note: k: Average inter-idustry trade eve 1 index.i(x)
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The results presented in Table 4.3. have provided
a more detailed interpretation to our bilateral flows of
manufactured commodities. From the results, it is found
that the supplies (to Taiwan) of a lot of products are
still depending much on imports from Japan. These include
both the Ricardo Goods like 515 (radioact etc. mat.), 611
(leather), 667 (gems etc.), 681 (silver etc. metal), 684
(aluminium), 686 (zinc), 687 (tin) and, the capital and/
or technology-intensive products: 521(tar or coal chem),
533 (paints etc.), 561 (fertilizers mfd.), 581 (plastic
material), 672 (primary steel etc.), 673 (shapes, iron &
steel), 674 (plates, iron steel), 675 (hoop strip), 676
(railway rails etc.), 677 (wire, iron steel), 678 (pipes,
iron steel), 689 (base metal nes), 691 (construction
metal), 692 (containers metal), 693 (wire prod nonel), 712
(agriculture machines), 717 (textile etc. mach.), 718
(machines fr spec ind.), 719 (machinery ne s), 726 (elec
medical equi.), 732 (road motor veh.), 734 (aircraft), 735
ships boats), 812 (building fixtures) and 862 (photo goods)
How Tever, although not significant, the trade level indices
of these products have more or less declined. This indi-
cates that domestic productions in Taiwan have been taken
place, and, a small scale of exports has been developed.
In fact, following the pace of development in Taiwan, it
is likely that more of the above listed products will
gradually be replaced by domestic productions. For instance,
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the setting up of production units in plastic materials
will soon improve the trade position of item 581. And
more important, upon the establishing of Taiwan's Iron
Steel Refining Plans, the trade positions of a lot of iron
steel products like items 672, 673, 674, 675, 676, 677,
678, 689, 691, 692 and 693 are expected to improve as well.
On the other hand, Taiwan has been continuously a net
exporter in commodities such as: 551 (essential oils), 612
(refs. leather etc.), 631 (veneer plywood etc.), 632 (wood
mfs nes), 657 (rugs lino etc.), 821 (furniture etc.), 851
(footwear), 896 (art works etc.), 897 (gold,silver wares).
However, these are only those labor-intensive handicrafts
such as wood manufactures, rugs line, furnitures, art
works, gold, silver wares as well as some Ricardo Goods
like essential oil, veneer plywood, etc.
However, our results has also reveuled that, among
the 101 industries within the SITC 5-8 sections, 19 are
found to have experienced the changes in trade position
from a net importer to a net exporter. These are in-
dustries 553 (perfume cosmetic), 571 (explosives), 633
(cork mfs.), 652 (cotton fabrics), 656 (made up textiles),
661 (lime cement etc.), 665 (glass ware), 666 (pottery),
671 (pig iron etc.), 679 (casting iron steel), 697 (house-
wares metl.), 725 (domestic electric equip.), 831 (handbags
etc.), 841 (clothes not fur), 842 (fur clothes etc.), 893
(plastic mfs nes), 894 (toys etc.), 895 (stationery etc.),
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and 899 (mfd good nes). In order to have more definite
evidence upon these suspected changes, we shall refer to
a detailed time series of Ai of these industries.
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Table 4.4
Product Cycle Trade CommoditieL
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14.2665 12.1 34.952.0-100.0 - 91.9-100.
-100.0-100.0-100.0
-100.0 45.6-100.0 61.6666 - 67 .49.8h6.1 - 74.3-103.
-100.0-39.8-100.0 0.1671 30.322.741.6- 28.7
257.679 70.78o.6- 47.0 35.9-100.0
-100.0
33 37.8697 33.8 35.1- 29.6
-100.0 - 88.3
-100.9
-100.0-100.0-100.0-100.0-100.0-100.0-100.0 95.262.6725 23.710.- 24.2100.0
-100. 1
98.8831 98.799.5q8.099.1100.0100.0inn_n 100.070.3 46.71.8841 33.051.7- 55.1
29.5842 47.219.40.38.9- 51.4-100.0 -60-100.0-100.0-100.0100.0 56.5893 58.452.835.58.20.2- 30.-100.0-100.0-100.0-100.0 2.4894 - 30.528.03.4- 22.31.8-100.
-100.0
-100.0 - 22.8-100.0-100.0-100.0-100.0895 58.358.343.2 57.549.540.01817.527.220.929.4-100.0 - 51.6899 - 35.6 73.581.479.969.35.956.14.10.5- 17.0- 68.7- 73.6- 80.8 76.7
-100.0i(19 items.
Source: Same as Table 4.3. '.bsolute trade figures are found in Appendix A-4.4
Commodities produced within these nineteen indus­
tries are mainly standardized manufactures. The textile 
products (652, 656), clothes & garments (84l), handbags
(831), cork manufactures (633)* pottery (666), stationery 
(895) and other manufactured goods not else specified 
(899) are all typical labor-intensive products. On the 
other hand, metallic housewares (697), perfume cosmetics 
( 5 5 3 ) » plastic products ( 893) *  glasswares ( 6 6 5 ) ,  pig iron 
(6 7 1 )* casting iron & steel ( 6 7 9 ) » as well as the domestic 
electric equipments ( 7 2 5 )  are standardized products that 
require comparatively more capital inputs. As a whole, 
these are manufactures that a developing country can 
generally possess comparative advantage in their ^reduction 
and exportation. Following her pace of developmen t , Taiwan's 
acquiring of competitiveness in these products is rather 
natural. In fact, the timing that these ninet * irsnstries
have changed from a net importer to a net exporter (even 
in a highly competitive market like Japan) supports
to such an inter-relationship. From 1966 onv?*-'** such
changes have taken place initially in those products 
commonly manufactured for import-subst ituti on j eh a * manu­
factures not else specified (899)* clothes not fur a nd cotton 
fabrics (84l, 652); explosives (571), uaceup t - m l e s  (656)
and lime cement (66l). Then in the lc70's, ware
followed by the productions of various scandarcc.red r emmo- 
dities for the purposes of import-sub 5 1itution tn one hand,
-  88 -
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and export-expansion on the other. They included: toys etc.
(894),metallic housewares (697), handbags etc. (331), per-
fume cosmetics (553) and plastic manufactures not else
specified (893), fur clothes etc. (843), and glassware
(665). And recently, those comparatively more capital-
intensive mature products are developed into exportables.
They are: pig iron,etc. and casting iron steel (671,
679), cork manufactures (633), domestic electric equipments
(725), pottery and stationery (666, 895) etc.
In order to illustrate more clearly the timing of
the occurrence, accomplishment, as well as the characteris-
tics of each "product cycle trade" incurred by the corres-




A Graphical IIIustration of the Product cycle Commodities
in Trade between Taiwan and Japan
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By inspecting these figures, at first sight, one
would probably appreciate one of the advantages in using
the inter-industry trade level index method to conduct
trade flows analyses. If we use only the numerical values,
no comparable figures can be presented.
The timing of occurrence of various changes in trade
position from the net importer to that of a net exporter
are clearly shown by these figures. The results are exactly
what we have just described in the former paragraph. Any-
how, the figures provided us with more detailed informations
about the speed of each change and its style of change.
Changes in commodities 553, 665, 679, 841 and 842 were quite
speedy. They required more or less one to two years only.
On the other hand, moderate speed changes were found in
commodities 633, 661, 697 and 831. These changes have
taken place in less than four years' time. Lastly, changes
in commodities 571, 652, 656, 666, 671, 725, 893, 894, 895
and 899 have taken place rather slowly. Five or more than
five years were required for their changes.
Concerning the styles of these changes, regular patterns
have found in commodities 553, 652, 656, 661, 665, 697, 725,
893 and 894. Less regular patterns of changes were those
in commodities 571, 633, 679, 841 and 842. And, irregular
patterns of change were found in commodities 666, 671, 831,
895 and 899.
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As a whole, the speed and the style of a change in
trade position of a certain product cycle commodity depend
much on the time required to learn and to take hold of
the relevant technology' in producing it. If the technology
in producing a certain commodity can easily be taken hold
of, the corresponding domestic productions will be started
earlier. And, the product's change in trade position will
be more speedy. In this regard, the textiles industry, the
clothes and garments industry are good examples.
At the same time, the market demand also plays an
important position. For a widely accepted commodity with
steady consumption demands, it's change in trade position
will be speedy and regular. Commodities 553 (perfume, cos-
metics), 652 (cotton fabrics), 656 (glass-wares), 697
(metallic housewares), 725 (domestic electric equipments),
893 (plastic mfs. nes) and 894 (toys etc.) are all such
goods. Of course, the stimulus of government policy also
plays an active role.
Other than those product cycle trade commodities,
from Table 4. 3, a number of industries are also detected to
have exhibited the trend of similar changes in bilateral
trade position. However, these changes have not yet
succeeded in altering the net importer position. The in-
dustries concerned are listed in Table 4.5 on the next page.
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Table 4.5
Cyclical Trend Observed Commodities
SITC
Year
Code 1962 1970 1975
512 -100.0 -94.1 -88.2
513 -100.0 -100.0 -93.1
514 -100.0 -100.0 -93.0
531 -100.0 -100.0 -90.8
541 -100.0 -93.0 -30.0
599 -100.0 -100.0 -86.0
621 --- -100.0 -88.1
629 -100.0 -100.0 -51.2
641 -100.0 -100.0 -88.2
642 -100.0 -100.0 -42.1
653 -100.0 -89.4 -77.8
654 --- -100.0 -47.9
662 -100.0 -70.5 -68.9
663 -100.0 -76.7 -68.4
664 --- -87.1 -65.9
682 -100.0 -84.9 -85.9
683 --- -100.0 -94.0
685 --- -100.0 -57.1
694 --- -100.0 -92.0
695 -100.0 -100.0 -91.5
696 --- -100.0 -90.8
698 -100.0 -87.4 -71.5
711 -100.0 -98.1 -93.8
714 -100.0 -43.8 -34.6
715 -100.0 -95.3 -91.5
722 -100.0 -82.3 -75.1
723 -100.0 -100.0 -55.9
724 -100.0 -87.0 -53.3
729 -100.0 -66.8 -53.9
731 -100.0 -100.0 -86.1
733 -100.0 -100.0 -89.4
861 -100.0 -84.1 -50.9
863 -100.0 -31.8 -62.4
864 -100.0 -53.9 -57.7
891 -100.0 -100.0 -77.5
892 -100.0 -67.2 -2.0
Ai(36 items) -100.0 -85.1 -69.9
Source : Same as Table 4.3
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These 36 items were all net imports of Taiwan in
1962. After that, their production and exportation have
been developed in Taiwan and the declining of their cor-
responding trade level indices were apparent. They follow
our postulated change from -100.0, to -b (where b is a
value of Ai. which is less than 100).
Generally, these are commodities that require more
inputs of capital and/or technology for their productions
than those commodities listed in Table 4.4 such as chemicals
(items 512, 513, 514 and 599), mechanical tools (items 694,
695 and 696), machineries (items 711, 714, 715, 722, 723, 724
and 729), vehicles (items 731 and 733), ins truments (item
861) etc. They are usually not standardized products, rather,
they are mainly mature products or even newly mature pro-
ducts. Probably, they will be prosperous exportables in the
coming future since Taiwan can gradually acquire competi-
tiveness in productions and export trades, even in a highly
competitive foreign market like Japan.
4. 3 Considerations on our Findings
Upon the above findings, evidence of product cycle
trade has been obtained in our bilateral commodity flows
investigations. In terms of our case, such an experience
can further be interpreted as: Following Taiwan's pace of
industrialization, as well as the opportunities provided
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by the more developed countries (e. g. Japan) owing to their
changes in industrial structure, various industries in
Taiwan which produce mainly those standardized or mature
products have successfully expanded their production and
export activities. Starting from the import-substitution
process in the early sixties, after a period of time, due
to the domestic accumulation of capital and technical know-
how, foreign investments, and benefited from a prosperous
world economic surroundings, an export-Oriented economic
growth has led to the rapid change of Taiwan's production
structure in the late sixties. More recently, newly mature
products which require more capital and/or technology inputs
have also become Taiwan's important exportables. All in all,
such a process can be revealed in her trade flows records,
and in the pattern of her product cycle trade experience in
particular.
Since our detailed investigations on commodity flows
started only from 1962, one may worry that other product
cycle trade experiences might exist during 1954 to 1961
where the traded commodities were not classified under the
SITC system but might be in more primitive versions 4. How-
ever, as we have mentioned before, the exportables of Taiwan
in those early days were only primary goods arid their
4 The importance of clarifying this point was due to
Professor No-Huan Hsing
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finished products. These commodities, according to the
product cycle model, are referred to as Ricardo Goods.
They are not product cycle goods which we purport to
include. Moreover, from Table 4.3, we discovered that
even in 1962, all items within the SITC 5 to 8 sections
were imported from Japan( Ai(5-8)= -99.7), the exports
of even the most primitive-version manufactures can only
take place later. Therefore, we may conclude that trade
data between 1954 and 1961 can be omitted without sacri-
ficing any significant evidence.
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CHARTER V
IIORE DETAILED INVESTIGATIONS OF THE PRODUCT CYCLE COMMODITIES
5.1 An Intra-Industry Trade Analysis of the Product Cycle
Commodities
After inspecting the inter-industry trade flows, now,
in order to have the more detailed contents of the relevant
product cycle commodities, we turn to another important
aspect of trade flows analysis, namely, the intra-industry
specialization.
In conventional intra-industry trade studies, analyses
were conducted mainly among countries which have a similar
level of industrial development1. Their results have led to
the hypothesis that, over time, trade development through
product diversification would lead to more intra-industry
specialization than inter-industry specialization. The
level of intra-industry trade is expected to be higher and
higher,, Eventually, international specialization would
stabilize at a level corresponding to a country's natural
resources and factor endowment position. At this stage,
the level of intra-industry trade between countries (of
similar level of industrial development) would be the highest,
l For instance, the Common Market countries.
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In terms of the conventional intra-industry trade
level index( B.) 2, Balassa suggested that3, over time,
B. tends to move towards 100, i.e., the level of intra-
industry trade becomes the highest
In our study, the trade partners, Taiwan and Japan,
are at different level of industrial development. There-
fore, the arguments-concerning their intra-industry trade
flows would be different from the conventional arguments.
According to the Product CycleNodel, at the beginning,
due to imp-port-substitution and export-expansion of a deve-
loping country, the intra-industry trade flows of those
mature and/or standardized commodities will increase. Later,
as the industrial country concerned begin to lose comparative
advantage in such commodities, she will gradually contract
the production of, or even the withdrawal from the production
of, these commodities. So, the level of intra-industry will
decline. However, the extent of the initial -increase and the
eventual decline in the intra-Industry trade level of these
products depend chiefly on the nature of these commodities.
2
For a discussion on this
definition, please see Chapter Three above.
B. Balassa, Tariff Reduction Trade in Manufactures
among the Industrial Countries, American Economic Review
June 1966, p. 472.
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For a technology-intensive and/or capital-intensive pro-
duct5, over time, there will only be a little increase in
intra-industry trade level. This is because the industrial
country concerned still possesses competitiveness in pro-
ducing such a product. But, for a moderately capital-
intensive product, over time, there will be a more increase
in the intra-industry trade level. This is. becuase the
comparative advantage in producing some substitutes has
shifted to the developing country. Concerning a mature
or standardized. product, owing to the possession of com-
petitiveness by the developing country, there will be a
significant increase in the intra-industry trade level.
But over time, due to the contraction or the withdrawal
from the production of such product in the industrial
country, there will be an eventual decline of the intra-
industry trade level. However, the direction of trade
flows has been reversed.
In terms of our modified intra-indu try- trade level
index (Bi) suggested in Chapter TbLree, we have:
Bi = 200 if X = O(i.e., a net importer position)
= 100, if X = M(here the level of intra-industry
trade is the highest)
= 0,if M = 0(i.e.,anet exporter position)
Accordingly, for a technology-intensive and/or capital-
intensive product, over time, B. will not be significantly
different from its initial position, which is usually close
5The product here refers to one which contains a spec-
trum of sub-products, or, close substitutes.
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to 200. For a moderately capital-intensive product, over
time, the corresponding Bi will come closer to 100, where-
as for a more labot-intensive (mature or standardized)
product, Bi will continue to decline towards 0.
Upon these arguments, our investigation will be
continued on commodities which are outputs of the same
industry of close but imperfect substitutes. Since the
6-digit data are scarcely available, we can only use the
4-digit or 5-digit break-downs in the following analyses.
For convenience sake, descriptions of the sub-items of the
product cycle commodities are listed before Table 5.1.
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4-to 5-algit Level SITC Items
55502 Toilet powder. including eau de Colomue & the like
03 Pomade perfumed hair oil, lipsticks rouges, hair creams,
foundation creams, creams in liquid form toilet preparations
of oil, fat or wax, nes.
04 Shaving preparations, excluding those of oil, fat or wax shampoos
in liquid or paste form perfumery toilet preparations in liquid
or paste form, nes.
06 shampoos
07 lncerses excluding mosouito-sticks: perfumery & prepartios
5711 Prepared explosives, black powder etc.
2 Fuses, primers, detonators. safety fuses etc.
Pyrotechnic products, amorces, railway fog signals other similar
pyrotechnic articles
4 Hunting snort ine ammunition
63301 Articles of natural cork
02 Other cork mnanfs.
6521 Grev woven cotton fabric
2 Woven cotton blcnd., etc.
Uther cotton fabrics, not including narrow fabrics
6561 hags & sacks of textile materials
2 Tarpaulines, tents, awnings, sails, and other madeup canvas goods
6 Blankets. travelling rugs coverlets
9 Madeup articles of textiles materials. nes.
6611 Lime
2 cement
3 Building monumental stone, worked
Luilding materials of asbestos-cement fibre-cement & of unfired
non-metallic minerals, nes.
6651 Carboys, bottles, jars, flasks & similar containers, staDpers & other
closures of glass
2 Glass tablewares & other articles for household, hotel & restaurant use
3 Articles made of glass etc.
6664 Procelain or China householdware
5 Householdwares of other ceramic materials
6 Ornaments & articles of personal adornment,& furnishing goods of
procelain, China or other ceramic materials, nes.
6712 Pig iron
3 Iron & steel powder, shot & sponge
4 ferro-man nese
5 Other Cerro-alloys
6791 Iron castings in the rough state
2 Steel castings in the rough state
Iron & steel forgings in the rough state
6971 Domestic stoves, boilers, cookers, ovens space, heaters, nes.
2 Domestic utensils of base metals
9 Other domestic equip. of base metals
72501 Domestic elec. refrigerators parts of them
02 Domestic washing machines & parts
03 Vaccum cleaners, floor polishers, juicers & juice mixers, electric






72504 Electro-mechanical domestic apliances, with self-contained elecric
motor, battery drivrn, nes.
05 Parts of electro-mechanical domestic appliances. nes.
Ob haectri c shavers, hair clippers their parts
07 Electric water heaters, soil heating apparatus elctric hair
dreasing appliances
06 Electro smoothing irons, rice cookers, toasters pots, microwave oven
clothes dryer, electric thermic, domestic appliances, nes.
09 Electric heating resistors their Darts
$3101 Handbags, of leather or of r_mmnositinn 1PafhPr
UZ Leather cases for cameras, binoculars, monoculars etc purses, key
cases, pass cases or similar articles travel goods, golf-bags,
brief-cases similar articles of leather or of composition leather nes_
U,5 travel goods, hand-bags, brief-cases similar articles, of vulcanized
fibre or of paperboard
tu+ Furses, cigarette cases, pass cases similar articles, of artificial
plastic sheeting
05 Wallets, purse similar articles of textile fabrics travel goods,
golf-bags, tool-cases similar articles, of rubberized textile fabric`
oL+iv outer garments, of textile fabrics, not knitted or crocheted
unuer garments, of textile fabrics, not knitted or crocheted
L Ulothing accessories of textile fabrics, not knitted or crocheted
apparel clothing accessories of leather
4 Clothing accessories, knitted or crocheted
5 headgear
b Apparel- clothing accessories includung gloves of rubber
o'tcu htparei ciot nu ng accessories of furskins
UZ Articles of furskins. nes.
69301 Tableware kitchenware of artificial plastic materials
02 Articles of synthetic resins, nes.
03 Raincoats, gloves of vinyl chloride resing apparel clothing acces-
sories of artificial plastic materials, nes.
U4 Sanitory plumbing fixtures fittings of artificial -plastic material s
05 Office stationary supplies of artificiallastic materials
09 Articles of artificial plastic materials. nes.
b941 Baby invalid carriages( not motorized nor otherwise mechanically
propelled)
2 Toys indoor Barnes etc.
5 Non-military arms
4 Outdoor sports goods etc.
5 Amusements etc., for fairs
6951 Base metal office supplies
2 Pens, pencils, founten pens
9 Other office stationary supplies
8991 Articles manf. of carving moulding matei a1
2 Articles of plaitin materials, nes.. brooms, brushes. feather dusters
3 Candles, matches, combustible products, smokers reauistes
4 Umbrellas, parasols, walking sticks similar articles
5 Small-wares toilet articles, nes.
6 Orthopaedic appliances, hearing aids, artificial Darts of the body
9 Other manf. articles. nes.
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Table 5.1
An Intra-Induuctry Trade Level Index( B ) of the Product Cycle
Commodities in selected periods : 1962/o3, 1968/69, 1974/75.
(Unit = US$1,000 for Xi and Mi )
4-5 digit 1962/63 1968/69 1974/75
SITC items
Xi Mi Bi Xi Mi

















02 5 17 154.4
B633 167.7
6521 23 200.0 2,573 13 1.0 7,845 506 12.1
2 231 200.0 194 634 153.1 806 659 90.0
3 1,997 200.0
B652 53.5
6561 3,086 39 2.5
2 28 9 48.6
6 10 55 169.2
9 4,427 156 6.8
B656 6.6
6611 72 200.0 5 200.0
2 575 200.0
3 47 200.0 3,899 3 0.2
8 14 54 158.8
B661 28.0
6651 78 1 2.5
2 603 32 10.1
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( Unit=liS 1,000 for xi and Ni)
4-5 dii 16 9 /6 3 1968/6 1974/75
SITC items x. B. JSRi. N B. x1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8420. 0 2 102.4








09 77 1 92.92 1104
B°9
59.5
841 17 1 1.41
104 153.4 6.2655JQ 33.1274
3 200.052
26C814 152.5 1,86157707 49.3
10 200. 36 200.0T
8
42.4
895] 25 -7 119.470 200.0
2562 200.0 218 200.0 85 885 101.8
0 A2 161.176
895 108.8
0 41 1.760 0.87
2 5,072 .103
233 129.3126






20 .02.00 4,163, IOC824, 000
0 l0l. 5 15312,012
,710
200.0( n=24)2000.0( n= 9) 21.7(n=81)all items
Source: same as Table 4,3
Key : X.- exports of Taiwan to JaDan in unit of USS.00
imports of Taiwan f L om Japan in unit US$l, OOC
indicates no rec'rd of data
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The absolute amounts (unit in US$1,000) of imports
and exports are shoiNn in Table 5.1 in order to indicate
the importance of such trade flows. For instance, item
55302 has a Bi= 200.0 in the 1974/75 period, but because
its corresponding amounts of exports and imports are only
0 and 1, this item is of little weight to the analyses.
By inspecting Table 5.1, first of all, the signi-
ficant increase in the number of items involved (i.e., the
increase in "n" from the initial 9 to that of 24 in the
period 1968/69 and finally to that of 81 in period 1974/75)
has revealed clearly the phenomenon of product diversifica-
tion in Taiwan's trade development.
Then, concerning the overall trend, other than the
intra-industry trade level index calculated. for each item,
we have also calculated the average intra-industry trade
level index (Bi)for each 3-digit group as well as that for
all items in each period. The resulting Bi for all items
in the three periods are 200.0, 84.9 and 21.7 respectively.
Clearly, this is an experience similar to that we have
postulated6, i.e., for those more labor-intensive and
standardized products, owing to the comparative advantage
of the developing Country,-there will be a significant in-
crease in intra-industry trade level after some time. But
as time goes on, due to the contraction of or the withdrawal
6 Discussion in text above.
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from the production of these products in the industrial
country, there will be an eventual decline of the intra-
industry trade level. Accordingly, since our product cycle
commodities are mainly labor-intensive and/or moderately
capital-intensive mature and/or standardized products, such
an experience is rather natural.
Now, considering the Bi of each 3-digit group, we
observe that the highest intra-industry trade level industries
in 1974/75 period were domestic electric equipments B725=
97-3). fur clothes etc. (B842= 88.1), stationeries etc.
B895= 108.8)7, pottery (B666= 118.4) and casting iron &
steel (B679 80.6). This indicates that Taiwan has managed
to acquire only part of the competitiveness in the production
and exportation of th se commodities, and still has to import
some items within each group.
On the contrary, the in tra- indu'stry trade level of
some groups of commodities have declined towards 0 in the
1974/75 period. They are: clothes not fur (B841= 1. 3), ex-
plosives etc. (B571- 5.3), madeup textiles (B656= 6.6)
and handbags (B831= 18.3). This indicates that Japan has
reduced exports of these labor-intensive standardized pro-
7 Since we employ here average data in period 974/75,
the Bi of 3-digit groups like 633, 666, 895 are not
entirely consistent with the corresponding Ai in
Table 4.3.
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ducts, and, their "Location of production" have been
almost entirely shifted to Taiwan or to other developing
lands.
On the other hand, the intra-industry trade level
of the remaining groups of commodities were found to
scattered within the range of 30 to 50. This shows that
there has been a change in the direction of trade flows
between Taiwan and Japan concerning these commodities.
5.2 The Contents of the Relevant Intra-Indiustry Trade Flows
In relation to the Product Cycle Model, a suggestiiun
given by Louis T. Wells Jr. concerning intra-industry trade
was the "existence of different models (versions) of a pro-
duct"8. That is, for manufactured products, the exportables
of the developing countries are believed to be mainly those
primitive versions of a certain product. At the same time,
these developing countries will import from the industrial
countries those sophisticated versions of that product.
This hypothesis is based mainly on the following
considerations. (1) Different technological attainments
among countries, (2) Different income levels among countries
and (3) New products vs mature products,
8 Louis T. Wells, Jr., The Product Life Cycle and Inter
national Trade, Havard University Press, 1972, p.17.
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Concerning the first consideration, it is found
that, in production, the existence of "technological gap"
does give rise to product differentiation and narrow speci-
alization. Producers in a multi-product industry have
technological advantages in some items relative to producers
in other countries. At the same time, they get technological
disadvantages in other items of the same industry.
About the second point, due to different levels of
income among countries, consumers with higher incomes would
incline to use those high-quality, high-priced "versions",
On the other hand, consumers with lower incomes would take
up the low-quality, low-priced "versions". Since a deve-
loping country has the majority of her people earning lower
income, it is more beneficial for them to specialize in the
production of the primitive or common version products,
supplying her domestic market and then exports the rest to
meet the demands of the lower income consumers in other
countries. Alternatviely, an industrial country will pro-
duce and export those sophisticated version products.
The third point is simply a Product Cycle Model's
explanation. The industrial countries L are the location of
production for newly developed technology-intensive products
and capital-intensive newly mature.products. On the other
hand, the developing countries are more ideal location of
production for those mature and/or standardized labor-intensive
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and/or moderately capital-intensive products.
To verify these arguments, we have to inspect care-
fully the detailed contents of the 4-5 digit items in
Table 5.1.
Referring to the detailed descriptions of items, in
industry 652 (cotton fabrics), Taiwan exported items 6521,
6522 which are grey cotton fabrics and woven cotton blchd.
etc Japan exported item 6523, cotton fabrics of better
qualities.
In industry 725 (domestic electric equipments), Taiwan
exported items 72501, 72503 and 72504 which are ordinary
domestic electric appliances such as refrigerator, electric
fan, floor-polisher etc. On the other hand, Japan exported
items 72501, 72502, 72505, 72506, 72508 and 72509 which are
comparatively modern domestic electric appliances such as
washing machine, microwave oven, clothes dryer and heating
resistors etc.
Concerning industry 831 (handbags), the main contents
of products in this industry are handbags, brief-cases and
similar articles. However, these products can be produced
by different materials. Namely, Taiwan exported those made
of leather or paper-board (83102, 83103), and imported those
made of artificial plastic sheetings or textile fabrics
(83104, 83105) from Japan.
For garments, i.e., industry 841, Taiwan's exportables
are mainly the low-priced items such as 8411 (under garmentst,
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of textile fabrics, not knitted or crocheted), 8413
(apparel clothing accessories of leather), 8414 (clothing
accessories, knitted or crocheted) and 8415 (headgear);
and, Japan's exported items 8410 and 8416 are of outer
garments and fashions etc.
In industry 894 (toys etc.), Taiwan is competitive
in exporting toys and simple indoor-games (8941, 8942);
while Japan's exportables are those amusements for fairs
(8943) and non-military arms (8945).
Besides these, Taiwan's other exportables are noted
to be typical standardized products, namely, 6561, 6569
(bags sacks or-other madeup articles of coarse-grained
textile materials), 6651, 6652 (common glassy}Tares such as
bottles jars etc.), 6971, 6972, 6979 (domestic utensils
made of base metals), 89302 (articles of synthetic resins
etc.) as well as 8994 (umbrellas sticks) etc.
As a whole, since Taiwan has not yet been well equipped
with capital and technology at the present stage of indus-
trial development, she can only manage to do well in the
import-substitution and export-expansion of those common
version products whilst the supplies of higher quality
products still rely much on imports. And, that is why her
intra-industry trade level (with Japan) would not become
zero afterall.
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5.3 A Supplementary Analysis- the "Revealed Comparative
Advantage of the relevant commodities
In order that our analyses may eventually be inter-
preted within the Law of Comparative Advantage, after the
intra-industry specialization in trade flows have been
considered, there calls for the inspection of the compara-
tive advantage position of the relevant commodities. As
proposed by the Product Cycle Theory, developing countries
are competitive in producing and exporting mature and/or
standardized products. Since the nature of our product
cycle commodities have been noted to be mature or stan-
dardized, it remains only to display their particulars in
comparative advantage.
Upon trade statistical data similar to that we have
employed, Balassa has developed a method in revealing the
comparative advantage of a certain commodity in trade. This
is known as the "Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA)"
approach9, Under the assumption of uniformity in tastes and
a uniform incidence of duties in every industry within
each country, export-import ratios would reflect relative
competitiveness of the commodities in trade, According to
Balassa10 the "revealed comparative advantage can be
9 B. Balassa, Trade Liberalization 'Revealed' Compara-
tive Advantage, Manchester School of Economics
Social Studies, Nay 1965, pp. 99-117.
10Ibid., p. 103.
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indicated by the trade performance of individual countries
with regard to manufactured products, in the sense that
the commodity pattern of trade reflects relative costs as
well as differences in non-price factorsll.
Originally, Balassa's formula was designed to reveal
the comparative advantages in exportables of two or more
than two countries in the world market (actually, the world
market was referred only to ten industrial countries as a
group in Balassa's paper). Balassa suggested:
(1)
country-i' s exports of commodity-h to the
world
: country-i and country- j' s total exports o
commodity-h to the world,
the relative share` of exports concerned
ana
(2)
where. : country-i's exports of all manufactured goods
(i.e., the SITC 5-8 sections/13) to the world,
11 The non-price factors are: technology, skilled labor,
economies of scale etc.
12 The expression relative share refers to the ratio of
the share of country-i in the exports of commodity-h
to the share of country-i in the export of all manufactures.
13 Such a selection was suggested by Balassa in his "Trade
Liberalization 'Pevealed' Comparative \dvantage",
Manchester School of Economics Social Studies, May,
1965, P.104.
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:country-i and country-j's total exports of all
manufactured goods to the world,
: the relative share of exports concerned
then, the RCA Index, Is, of country-i in comparison witr
country- j in the world market for commodity-h is
However', concerning a bilateral trade case, the
modified formula employed by S-k Liao14 is more relevant.
Liao suggested:
(4)
where, : country-i's exports of commodity-h to
country j,
: country- j 's total imports of commodity -h,
the "relative share" of country-i's exports
of commodity-h in country-j
and,
(5)
where, : country-i's exports of all commodities (i.e.,
SITC 0-9 sections all together) to country-j.
: country-j's total imports of all commodities,
the relative share of country-i's exports
of all commodities in country-j
14
S-k Liao "An Analysis of Export Growth & Trade Flows
of H.K.", unpublished Master Thesis, C.U.H.K., 1977,
pp. 56-62.
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then, the corresponding RCA Idex of country-i's exports
ofcomiaodity-h in the market of country-j is:
(6)
Inthe light of concentrating on manufactures only,
formule (5) is revised as :
(7)
country-i's exports of all.manufactured
goods15 to country-j
country-j's total imports of all manufac-
tared goods,
: the "relative share" of country-i's exports
of all manufactured goods to country-j
using formula (4), our RCA Index of country-its exports
of commodity-h in the market of country will be:
(8)
For better examination, this index is multiplied by 10016.
giving:
(9)
This index may take up any non-negative values. It
equals to zero if the two countries do not trade with each
other, and approaches infinity as the value of country-j's
15 Balassa's using SITC 5-8 sections as the denominator in
calculating 0i-j is more consistent with the Product
Cycle Approachi. See also note 13.
16 S-k Liao, An Analysis of Export Growth & Trade
Flows of Hong Kong", unpublished Master Thesis,
C.U.H.K., 1977, p. 6o.
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world imports of all manufactured goods approaches zero.
For a certain exportable of a certain country, an
index of 110 will mean. that this country's share in this
commodity's export is 10% higher than its share in the
total exports of all manufactured goods in the market of
another country17. Thus, a commodity is considered to be
better-than-average in its export performance in a certain
country if its RCA index is greater than 100. On the other
hand, it is weaker-than-average if its RCA index is below
100 18.
In short, we have:
0I -j ≤
anci -j <100: weaker-than-average performance
>100: better-than-average performance
Upon this criteria and by applying formula (9), we
are going to produce and inspect the revealed comparative
advantages of the products concerned.
17 B. Ba1assa, Trade Liberalization Revealed t'
Comparative Advantage, Manchester School of Economics
& Social Studies, May 1965, p. 105.
18 S-k Liao, An Analysis of Export Growth & TradE
Flows of Hong Kong unpublished Master Thesis,
C.U.H.K., 1977, p. 60.
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Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 that follow present our
trade datas as well as the calculated RCA indices accor-
ding to formula (8) above in the 1974/75 period, where
is Taiwan's exports of commodity-h to Japan,
Japan's total imports of commodity-h,
is the "relative share" of Taiwan's exports of
commodity-h in Japan,
(i.e..Taiwan' s exports of all manufactured goodsanc
to Jaan)= US$ 436,165,00
(Japan's tntal imports of all manufactured goods)
so that
Notably, this is the common denominator in calcu1ating
all the RCA indices in Tables 5.2 and 5.3, since we have
according to formula (8) above.
In addition, the average RCA index of a certain sez
of countrv-i's exportables in the market of country-j will
be,
(la)




The RCA Index of the Product Cycle Commodities (19 items)
in the 1974/75 period
S ITC
Cod, (us$i,ooo (us$1,000) (ratio) (index
55 108 29 ,079 10 .Oo5f
1,261571 8.638 435.80.1450
633 5 1 ,754 0.0029 8.7
652 ,651 114,809 0.o754 225. 1
7,551656 69.166 0.1092 326.o
661 3,913 25skO6 0.154 4 59. 7
665 Q8( 2 2,03 0.o4Lf 133.7
666 188 12.842 0.0146 43.6
61 7. 32,9 0. 0329222 962 98.382679 4.024 0.094c L.
69? 1,69-, 24$888 0.0679 202.7
62,77872`5 2,342 0 .037: 111.3
831 2 42,776 0.0556
841 102.83 651,659 0.1579 471.3
842 61 6.00.002030,697
8 4-3 46, 1095,558 0. 102, 3-59. 7
694 11.988 164,56th 0. 065C 1 P4.0
895 919 27900 98.20.0329
6 99 2.46 1 123,114 0.1012 302.1
Total 170, 707 1,705,402
0.1001
298.8
Source: Japan Exports and Imports, Dec. 1974, Dec. 1975•
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Results displayed in Table 5.2 support the hypothesis
that the developing countries have comparative advantage
in those standardized goods which have experienced pro-
duct.life cycles. out of the nineteen industries, fifteen
are found to perform better-than-average (again, even in
a highly competitive market like Japan). In descending
order, they are: clothes (471.3), lime cement (459.7),
explosives (435.8), plastic manufactures (359.7), textiles
(326.0). miscellaneous manufactured goods (302.1), casting
iron & steel (283.3), cotton fabrics(225.1), metallic
housewares (202.7), toys (194.0), handbags (166.0), glass-
wares (133.7), domestic electric appliances (111.3), pig iron
(almost 100) and stationary products (almost 100).
For the remaining four industries in Table 5.2, al-
though they were found to exhibit positive inter-industry
trade level indices19, their respective performance in
trade competition in the Japanese market are weaker-than-
average. Namely, their RCA positions are: fur clothes etc.
(6.0), perfume cosmetic (17.3), cork manufactures (8.7)
and pottery (43.6). This may well indicate that although
Taiwan might have comparative advantage with respect to an
industrial country like Japan (indicated by the direction
of bilateral trade flows), they are less competitive to
other rivals in the Japanese market (indicated by the po-
sitions of their RCA indices).
As a comparison to the above findings, we produce the
19 Referring to Table 4.4, the inter-industry trade level
index (Ai) of industries 842, 633, 553 and 666 were
46.7, 100,0, 55.4 and 14.2 respectively.
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RCA indices of those commodities which have also
shown some cyclical trend20.
20 As listed in Table 4.5 above.
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The indices whow that some industries in this group
have also performed better-than-average in trade competitions
in the Japanese market. Namely, they are: elec. distrib.
mach. (423,9), telecom. equip. (375.9), road veh. (189.4),
metal mfs nes (171.5), elec. mach. nes (153.9) as well as
rubber mfs nes (151.2). Actually, at this stage of indus-
trial development, although Taiwan has acquired competi-
tiveness in the production of such products, Japan is still
competitive in their productions because these are products
of newly mature type as well as requiring comparatively
more technology and/or capital inputs for their productions.
Hence, the supplies of many items within these products are
still imported from Japan, making that the direction of
trade flows remains unaltered. This is indicated by their
correspondingly high intra-industry trade levels as: B72..
= 155.9 (elec. distrib. mac.), B724= 189.4 (telecom. equip.),
B733 = 189.4 (road veh. nes), B729= 15309 (elec. mach. nes),
B698 = 171.5 (metal mfs nes), B629= 151.2 (rubber mfd nes) 21.
21
The corresponding Bi are computed from Table 4.5.
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Table 5.3
The RCA Index of theCyclial Trend observed Commodities (36items)
in the 1974/75 period
nh
I.e.N. i-Xh. i-1-jSITC (index)(ratio)(US$1,000)(US$1,000)Code



















30.0.0101547.6845. 530714 25.40.0085163.761.34715 120.90.0405179,8547.286
423 .90.142026,4453, 755723 375.90.1259161,63620L 177.7724 0.0595588, 508729 47.00.0157155 0.650731 5 23.0.108310.721,162733






Source: Same as Table 5.2
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As a whole, the weighted average RCA_ index of this
group of products is found to be 70.6. This serves to
distinguish its comparative advantage position from that
of the former group (where Ii-j(19 item)- 298.8). Anyhow,
since Ii-j(36 item)= 70.6 is not significantly below 100,
so, their weaker-than-average performances are expected
to improve in the coming days as these products become more
mature, and on the other hand, Taiwan's industrial struc-
ture becomes more capital and technology abundant.
From the above RCA analyses, we realize that, after
the new products have passed through their life cycles and
become mature or standardized products, their locations of
production are determined eventually by the Law of Compa-
rative Advantage. That is, the capital abundant countries
will be competitive in producing and exporting those capital-
intensive mature products whilst the labor abundant countries
will be competitive in producing and exporting those labor-
intensive products. In short, at this stage. the product




THE ROLE OF FOREIGN INVESTMENT IN PRODUCT CYCLE TRADE
6.1 The Essence of Foreign Investment
In this increasingly inter-dependent world, the
practice of foreign investment1 is considered as an im-
portant external factor in promoting the rise of product
2
cycle trade as suggested by the original article by Vernon.
In the past, foreign investment was generally the ins-
trument of the advanced countries to exploit and to control
the supplies of natural resources and primary goods from the
developing lands( colonies). Nowadays, other than the in-
tention to maintain such benefits, foreign investment are
gradually made more. and more in the industrial sector of the
developing countries, because of the various restrictions
1
In the context that follows, the term foreign in-
vestment is referred particularly to foreign private
investment other than those foreign public investments
such as foreign aid etc. which are not relevant to our
analysis. Here, we are concerned with direct acquisition
of ownership of business undertakings by foreign inves-
tors other than portfolio investments. These include:
sole control of a business, to run business in coopora-
tion with investors in the host country, and to establish
branches, subsidiaries or even a multinational enterprise
in the host country
2 The importance of foreign investment in the context
of Product Cycle Hodel was given in R. Vernon` s origi-
nal article of Product Cycle Theory, i.e., the " Inter-
national Investment and International Trade in the
Product Cycle", Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol. 80.
1966, pp. 190-207.
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set by the developing lands( independent countries).
Thus, the acquisition of benefits can only be undertaken
in a more sophisticated manner, namely, through the utili-
sation of the lower-cost factors of productions as well as
the eventual expansion of markets.
Moreover, the increase of foreign investments in the
manufacturing sector of the developing countries also results
from the pressure of the changing comparative advantage posi-
tion in the production of certain manufactures3. The lost of
their competitiveness in labor-intensive and/or capital-
intensive products in the world market as their domestic wages
rise in step with the rise in their national income, threats
from suppliers of the mature products4, entry barriers5 set
up by foreign markets, the necessity of securing the supplies
of certain materials, components or intermediate goods, as
3 Please see Chanter Two, section (1).
4 R. Vernon," The Location of Economic Activity", in
the Economic Analysis & Multinational Enterprises, ed.
by John H. Dunning, London: Allen & Unwin, 1971, p.104.
According to Vernon, as products become mature, pro-
ductions are developed in other regions. When the costs
of production of these new suppliers are sufficiently
low, they constitute. a major threat to innovators in the
industrial countries.
5 K. Kojima, "The Japanese Experience & Attitudes to-
wards Trade Adjustment".in The Prospect for Partnership,
World Bank Publication, 1972, ,p. 239.
According to Kojima, barriers to new entry in inter-
national market include: (i) tariffs, (ii) import quotas,
(iii) economies of scale, (iv) advanced technologies, (v)
marketing and information network, vertical and horizontal
integration in productions and sales etc.
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well as the desire to contract those high cost industries
and at the same time to promote domestic productions in
more advanced industries which are in comparative advantage
Positions6 all call for the, establishment of new locations
of productions abroad by means of foreign investment so that
production costs can be cut down and markets can he secured
fNr CIxnnded eventually.
Theoretically, foreign investments are considerea to
be mutually beneficial to both the investors and recipients.
From the viewpoint of the investors, their benefits are
a the securing of the established markets against those
lower-costs producers, and/or the restrictions of
trade barriers
( b ) the securing of the supplies of natural-resources, and
raw materials
c the expanding of markets after the advantages of lower-
costs productions have been achieved. The 'new markets
will be the host country( if possible) or other
third countries
6 That is, the structural change called for by cnanging
comparative advantage in the industrial countries as we
- trL:L, scussed in Chapter Three.
7 G. Clark, An Analysis of Japanese Direct investment
Overseas in Postwar Years The Developing Econornircs,
No.1, 1971, pp.58-64.
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( d ) the acquiring of outlets for the intermediate manu-
factured goods as well as the out-dated machines and
equipments.
Other than these, an important function performed by
foreign investment is the facilitating of the adjustments
of the investors' own industrial structure. Namely, the
shifting of their labor-intensive and/or capital-intensive
production towards those technology-intensive and highly
capital-intensive production in the investors' own countries.
Here, foreign investments act as an agent of transformation
and development.
Concerning a host country, benefits of receiving foreign
investment are:
( a ) The filling of the "savings gap "8 and hence contri-
butes to capital formation
( b ) Through the effect of" investment multiplier "9, the
national income of the host country will increase
M.F. Todaro, Economics for a Developing World.
London: Longmans, 1977, p. 343.
9 Investment multiplier =. 1/1-c, where "c" is the
marginal propensity to consume. Say, if c= 0.75, the
multiplier will be 4. Then, for a S1 increase in invest-
ment spending, the level of income will be raised by
around $4.
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( c ) T he increasein empoyrnent. T his effect will be more
important where population pressures result from unemploy -
ment or underemploymentin the rural sector 1 0
( d ) T he expansionof other domestic industriescan thus
be stimulatedthrough the t ' " linkage effect " 1 1
( e ) T he training of executive personnelsas well as labors
in new skills . M oreover, the knowledgeand know - how so ac -
quired will be diffused in the host country .
O ther than these , a valuable contributionof foerign
investments is the package 1 2 therein which brings along
economic developmentand trade expansion of the host country .
O ther than the physical and financial capital , the package
contains :
( i ) T echnologicalknow - hows as well as the potentialof
innovation and improvement ;
( ii ) T he entrepreneurialabilities of organizationand
development;
( iii ) T he practical experiencesof managementand supervi -
sion ;
1 0 G . M . M pie ier " P rivateF oreignI nvestment" , in
internationalI nvestmented . by J ohn H . D unning ,
P enguinM odernE conomicR eadings, 1 9 7 2 , p . 4 1 8 .
1 1
T he concept of linkage effect was proposed by
A . O . H irschman' s T he S trate of E conomicD evelo- . ment ,
N ew H aven, C onn . , Y ale U niversityP ress , 1 9 5 8 .
1 2 N . P . T odaro , E conomicsfor a D evelopingtorld .
L ondon: L ongmans, 1 9 7 7 , p . 3 4 4 .
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( iv) Marketing skills and trade promotion. The foreign
investors generally have more experience and broader
exposure to worldwide competitive markets than the
domestic firms. Henceforth, they can export rela-
tively more than domestic firms.
As a whole, foreign investments are considered to be
a vehicle for the diffusion of technologies to foster eco-
nomic transformation and development. They help to locate
those industries which the developing countries have com-
parative advantage, assist them to go over the" domestic
production threshold and then the" international compe-
titive cost threshold "13. By its very nature, foreign
investments entail the identification of economic opportu-
nities, the formulation of efficient projects, and their
practical implementations.
Concerning this study, we would like to examine the
foreign investment situation of our" catching-up of product
cycles country Taiwan. Initially, we shall consider the
overall foreign investments in Taiwan, then, the investments
made by Japan, the "reator of product cycles, will be
considered in particular.. Our purpose is to show empirically
13
K. K:o jima, " e Japanese Experience Attitudes
towards Trade Adjustment ", in the Frosooct for
Partnership, World Bank Publication, 192, pp. 236-
238
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the sensitivity of foreign investment to the comparative
advantage position of Taiwan, and its relation to product
cycle trade.
G.2 Foreign Investment (Overall) in Taiwan
Taiwan has taken quite a positive attitude towards
the inflow of foreign investments. As a matter of fact,
to her lack of natural resources as well as domestic savings,
foreign investment is a helpful resort. Within the recent
decades, Taiwan has done a lot to attract the inflow of
foreign investments. Her efforts included the development of
her infrastructures14, the setting up of the assisting organi-
zations15, the opening of the Export Processing Zones 16. and
the providing of clear investment targets in the light of
her planned industrial development17. All these efforts have
contributed to provide a good investment environment for the
14 These included: the increase of power supply, the
improvements in transportation and communication, the
improvement of the quality of manpower etc.
15 These included: the forming of the Industrial Develop-
ment Investment Centre (in 1963): the admission of
foreign banks to operate in Taiican, the establishment
of a stock exchane (in 1960) etc.
16 The Export Processing Zones are in Kasiung, Taichung
and Nantzu. The opening of these zones is-, considered
to be a direct and effective way to attract foreign
investments to the export-oriented manufacturing
industries in Taiwan.
17 Clear targets of investment can be indicated in the light
of Taiwan's planned industrial development. For instance,
in the late fifties and early sixties, investments on these
labor-intensive "light" industries were encouraged. Then,
foreign investments in those heavier industries are preferred
more recently.
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investors. Within our piteiod of study, from 1952 to 1974,
total foreign investment in Taiwan amounted to 924 million




Foreign Investments( Overall) in Taiwan, 1952- 1974
No. Industry Cases Amount
( US$1,000)
1. Electronic electrical appliances 233 4071467 44.1
2. Chemicals chemical products 109 125,213 13.6
3. Machinery equipments instruments 74 104,463 11.3
4. Basic metals & metal products 111 95,655 1004
5. Non-metallic mineral products 34 29,802 3.2
6. Textiles 28 24,346 2.6
7. Plastic rubber products 68 18,636 2.0
8. Garment footwear 59 11,436 1.2
9. Food beverage products 36 9,464 1.0
10. Lumber bamboo products 23 3.674 0.4
11. Leather fur products 16 2,748 0,3
12. Pulp paper products 10 2,416 0.3
13. Banking insurance 14 36,139 3.9
14. Services 20 18,466 2.0
15. Constructions 6 9,664 1.0
16. Transportation 4 5,647 0.6
17. Fishery animal husbandary 5 1,585 0.2
18. Trade 3 1, 507 0.2
19, Mining 1 73
?0. Others 61 15,575 1.7
Total 916 923,976 100.0
Source: Annual Reports, Overseas Chinese Foreign Investment Commission,
Ministry of Economic Affairs, R.O.C.
Note: A* indicates that the% is less than 0.1
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From Table 6.1. 90.4% of total foreign investment in
Taiwan was found to be invested in the manufacturing indus-
tries, i.e., our items 1 to 12. Hence, the view that foreign
investments are made mostly in the industrial sector is sup-
ported. Also, if we try to compare the labor productivity of
the listed industries, it is noted that18 most of them
are comparatively labor-intensive or moderately capital-
intensive. These industries are those where lower labor
costs can be realized in Taiwan.
On top of the list is the processing industry-electronic
& electrical appliances. Foreign investors of this industry
generally enjoy an international advantage in technology.
However, their full-scale manufacturing operations are
usually not located in the host country. Only the production
of parts or components as well as their assembly process are
left to the host country.
Following the industry of top priority are four manu-
facturing industries which have attracted altogether 38.5%
of total investments. These include the chemicals chemicl
products industry, the machinery equipments instrument in-
18
By borrowing some results in Professor Hsing's book:
Taiwan, Industrialization Trade Policies, Oxford Uni
versity Press, 1971, p. 302, we have the Average Labor
Productivity in manufacturing industries converted into
US$ at 1964 prices per person employed in 1968 as:
$5,764( petroleum & coal products), $21232( electro-
nic electrical products), $1,818( pulp paper & pro-
ducts), $1,678( chemicals & chemical products
$1,570( food & beverage products), $1,257( non-metallic
mineral products), $1.083( textiles), 5725( lumber
& bamboo products) etc. Clearly, when the labor produc-
tivities of the listed industries are compared with that
of the petroleum & coal products industry, they are re-
vealed to be relatively labor-intensive.
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dustry, the basic metals & metal products industry and the
non-metallic mineral products industry. Similar to that
of the electronic & electrical products industry, foreign
investors of these industries also enjoy an advantage in
technology.
The other manufacturing industries (i.e, items 6 to
12 in Table 6.1) are noted to be mainly those traditional
industries19 such as the textiles industry, the garment &
footwear industry etc. These seven industries' share of
total foreign investment is only 7.5%.
When foreign trade is concerned, owing to the limi-
tations of Taiwan's domestic market, export promotion is
most important for the industries set up by foreign inves-
tors. In fact, it is also Taiwan's very policy to attract
foreign investments chiefly to those export-oriented manu-
facturing industries. In the past ten years or so, foreign
investments were noted to be much contributive to the re-
markable development of many industries in Taiwan. Namely,
without the help of foreign investment, some capital-intensive
and/or technology-intensive industries such as electronic
electrical industry, the chemical industry and the machinery
industry etc. would not have been developed so successfully
in production and export-expansion. Indeed, among the
listed
twelve manufacturing indus trie s in Table 6.i, seven of them
19 K. Kojirna, uThe Japanese Experience & Attitudes towards
Trade Adjustment in the Prospects for Partners
World Bank Publication, 1972, p. 246.
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are noted to be in the production of those product cycle
goods" 20 They are: the electronic & electrical industry,
the metal.products industry,, the textiles industry, the
plastic products industry, the garment footwear industry,
the lumber bamboo products indus try, and the leather &
fur products industry. The other five manufacturing in-
dustries, i.e., the chemical products industry, the non-machi-
nery equipments instruments industry, the non-metallic
products industry, the food beverage industry, and the
pulp paper products industry, are however noted to be
involved in the roduction of--those cyclical trend goods" 21
Asa whole, this implies that, foreign investments are quite
sensitive to the host country's comparative advantage
position. And, foreign investments are made in order to
complement the investors' own, economic structure as the
competitiveness in the production and expotation of various
products are fading. This in turn, will facilitate the
appropriate products in the developing countries to go into
product cycle trade earlier.
20 For the details of product cycle goods, please refer to
Table 4.3.
21 For the details of cyclical trend goods", please
refer to Table 4.4.
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o.3 Japanese Investments in Taiwan
In order to match with our previous analysis, the
foreign investments in Taiwan provided by the Japanese
investors will be inspected in more detail. The following
set of data is prepared in the same format as Table 6.1
to facilitate comparison. This time, only the manufacturing
industries are included (i.e,, items 1 to 12 in Table 6.1).
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Table 6.2
Foreign Investment( Japan) in Taiwan, 1952- 1974
Amount % to the
overall
No. Industry Case (US$1,000) Rank foreign investment
1 Electronic electrical appliances 154 71,591 38,8 1 17.6
2o Chemicals chemical products 59 27,611 15.0 2 22.1
3. Machinery equipments. instruments 44 18,448 10.0 4 17,7
4. Basic metals metal products 87 17,347 9.4 5 18,1
5. Non-metallic mineral products 23 5,266 2.9 7 17,7
6. Textiles 28 20,922 11,3 3 85,9
7. Plastic rubber products 47 9,644 5.2 6 51,7
8. Garment footwear 36 4,652 2,5 8 40.7
9. Food beverage products 16 3,652 2.0 9 38,6
10. Lumber bamboo products 15 29968 1.6 10 80.8
1. Leather fur products 8 725 0.4 12 26,4
2. Pulp paper products 9 1,575 0.9 11 65.2
Total. 526 184,401 100.0 22.1
Source Same as Table 6.1
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From the above table, it is observed that the Japanese
investment choices of the twelve manufacturing industries
in descending order were: the electronic electrical pro-
ducts industry, the chemical products industry, the textiles
industry, the machinery industry, the basic-metal products
industry, the plastic & rubber products industry, the non-
metal products industry, the garment & footweat industry,
the pulp peper & products industry, and lastly the leather
& fur products industry.
As a whole, there is not much difference in the prio-
rity of investments between the overall foreign investments
and Japanese investments. The top items are always the
same. But, it is noted that Japanese investments are more
diversified..As we can see, the first item (electronic &
electrical appliances industry) attracted 37.2% of total
Japanese investments; the second group of industries (items
2,3,4.and 5 as mentioned) received 35.6%and the remaining
items (i.e., 6 to 12) received 27.2%. On the other hand,
the corresponding shares in these industries of the overall
foreign investments were noted to be 44.1% (to item 1),38.55:
(to items 2. 3, 4 and 5) and 17.4% (to items 6 to 12)
respectively 22.
The last column of Table 6.2 indicates the ratio (in
22 The relevant percentares were shown in Tnble 6.1
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percentages) of Japanese investment in each industry to
the industry's overall foreign investments. This serves
to reveal the importance of Japanese investment in each
industry. As a whole, the Japanese share of investment
in all manufacturing industries in Taiwan is 22.1%, a
rather significant portion.
In addition, we found that the average share of the
Japanese investments in the top five industries is only
around 19%. This shows that, although Japanese investors
also invest mostly in the top five items (namely, 76% of
total Japanese investments are made on these five industries),
their share in overall foreign investments is not out-
standing. This is because other foreign investments (than
Japan's) in Taiwan are rather concentrated on these five
items (as we have mentioned in section 2 this chapter).
On the other hand, from item 6. to 12, the Japanese
shares were far more significant. For instance, Japanese
investments on the textiles industry amount to 85.9% of
the corresponding overall foreign investments. Other sig-
nificant shares are found in the lumber & bamboo products
industry (80.8%), the pulp paper & products industry (65.2%),
the plastic & rubber products industry (51.7%) and the
garment & footweat industry (40.7%). This reveals that the
Japanese investors are still more interested in raking in-
vestments in those traditional labor-intensive industries
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than other foreign investors.
Accordingly, when this set of results (Table 6.2)
is compared with Table 4.3, seven of them are noted to
produce those product cycle goods. They are: the
electronic & electrical appliances industry, the textiles
industry, the basic-metals & metal products industry, the
plastic & rubber products industry, the garments & foot-
wear industry, the lumber & bamboo products indsutry, and
the leather & fur products industry. In fact, the reason
that we deliberately used investment data up-till only
1974 is to allow a time lag between the undertaking of
investment and the export performance records, with the
hope that their inter-relationship (if any) may eventually
be detected.
In order to have a better understanding of the
changes (if any) in the investment choice etc., we shall
inspect the Japanese investments in Taiwan in two periods23.
23 Since the annual records from 1953 to 1970 are not




Foreign Investment( Japan) in Taiwan in Two Periods
1953-1970 1971-1976
Amount Col. row Amount Col. row
No. Industry ,US$1,000)%% (US$1,000)%%
1. Electronic electrical appliances 31,527 37.3 35.2 57,912 50.0 64.8
2. Chemicals chemical products 18,791 22.2 72.2 7,247 6.3 27.8
3. Machinery equipments instruments' 5,118 6.1 26.7 14,067 12.1 73.3
4. Basic metals metal products 6,961 8.2 37.9 11,394 9.8 62.1
5. Non-metallic mineral products 2,973 3.5 72.1 1,150 1.0 27.9
6. Textiles 7,276 8.6 38.1 11,800 10.2 61.9
7. Plastic rubber products 4,919 5,8 47.2 5,498 4.7 52.8
8. Garment footwear 3,661 4,3 74.5 1,251 1.1 25.5
9. Food beverage products 1,526 1.8 38.3 2,462 2.1 61.7
10. Lumber bamboo products 245 0.3 5 3 9.1 2,436 2.1 90.9
11. Leather fur products 452 0.5 74.2 157 0.1 25.8
12. Pulp paper. products 1,120 1.3 70.9 459 0.4 29.1
Total 84,569 99.9 42.2 115,833 99.9 57.8
Source: Same as Table 6.1
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From Table 6.3, it is observed that, in the period
1953-1970 (altogether 17 years), Japanese investments in
Taiwan's manufacturing industries were altogether USS
84,569,000. This amounted only to 42.2% of the overall
Japanese investments in Taiwan by the end of 1976. Howl.
ever, in the second period, 1971-1976, which contains only
six years, the share was 57.8%. _This shows that, Japanese
investments have mostly been made in the recent years to
the manufacturing industries of Taiwan.
Following this, when we inspect the row percentage
in each country, it is noted that there are seven items
in which the share of investments made in the second period
are greater than 50%. They are: the lumber bamboo pro-
ducts industry (90.9%, with an increase of 890%), the
machinery equipments & instruments industry (73.3%, with
an increase of 170%), the electronic & electrical appliances
industry (64.8%, with an increase of 80%), the basic metals
& metal products industry (62.1%, with an increase of 60%),
the textiles industry (61.9%, with an increase of 60%), the
rood & beverage products (61.7%, with an increase of 60%)
and the plastic & rubber products industry (52.8%, with an
increase of 10%). These indicate that such industries are
more and more attractive to the Japanese investors. In
other words, they are considered to be the more competitive
items of Taiwan nowadays. On the other hand, the shares of
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some items have declined. These include the chemicals &
chemical products industry (decreased by 60%), the non-
metallic mineral products industry (decreased by 60%), the
garment & footwear industry (decreased by 70%), the leather
& fur products industry (decreased by 70%). and the pulp
paper & products industry (decreased by 60%). Other than
the chemical industry, these are the traditional industries.
Concerning the column percentages, it is observed that
the change in the priority of investment is moderate. The
top items remain the same. However, some traditional light
industries such as the garment & footwear industry, the
lumber & bamboo products industry etc. have found to be less
attractive to Japanese investors. On the other hand, the
increase in investment on industries like the electronic &
electrical appliances industry, the basic metals & metal
products industry, the machinery equipments & instruments
industry indicate that Taiwan has become more and more
competitive in producing these capital-intensive and/or
technology-intensive goods. Such changes in the direction
of Japanese investments are consistent with the recent
development in Taiwan's export trade as we have mentioned
in the preceding chapters.
6.4 The Role of Forein Investment in the ontext of Product
Cycle Trade
The concern of the product cycle model is to explain
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how new products are innovated and produced in the indu-
strial countries and their exports will expand insofar
as a "technological gap" exists between the innovating
countries and the "catching up" countries. Over time,
foreign productions will be developed as the new products
become mature. The initial advantageous export position
of the innovating countries is thus threatened, and, one
measure to secure foreign markets is by foreign investment.
The results in the shift in the location of production.
In fact, the very nature of foreign investment is to
help to close the "technological gap" in productions among
countries. This is because the content of foreign invest-
ment, namely, the "package" therein, contain those important
factors for economic development. By this nature, foreign
investment is helpful to a developing economy to go over her
thresholds of domestic production as well as exportation (as
mentioned in Section 1, this chapter). This in turn
shortens the period of maturity of new products for starting
the domestic productions in a developing country and so
leads to an earlier production as well as exportation of the
developing country's comparatively advantageous items
eventually. In other words, foreign investment provides
the force to accelerates the occurrence of product cycle trade.
In our study, Japanese investments made in Taiwan's
manufacturing industries are found to be somehow accomodating
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her domestic structural changes. As re have revealed in
Chapter III, Japan's second structural change, i.e., the
"heavy and chemical industrialization", was undertaken
in the mid-sixties. And, the records of the Japanese
investments indicate that, in those days (which corresponds
to the first investment period, 1953-1970, as suggested
above), the major items of Japanese investments in Taiwan
were mainly those labor-intensive industries. They were,
the garment & footweat industry, the leather & fur products
industry, the textiles industry (cotton fabrics), the chemi-
cals & chemical products industry (explosives, perfume
cosmetics), the non-metallic mineral products industry, as
well as the pulp paper products industry etc. This in
turn has led to the occurrence of product cycle trade in the
relevant commodities in the earlier days, such as garment &
footwear in 1967, cotton fabrics, explosives in 1970, perfume
cosmetics, non-metallic products, leather & fur products in
1972 etc.
Then, during the second investment-period, i. e, 1971-
1976, corresponds to Japan's endeavors to proceed her third
structural change, i.e., the skill-intensive industrialization"
her investment priorities in Taiwan were shifted to those more
capital-intensive industries. Such as, the machinery equip-
ments & instruments industry, the electronic & electrical
appliances industry, the basic metals & metal products industrv
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the textiles industry (made-up textiles), the plastic
& rubber products industry etc. Again, this has led to
the occurrence of product cycle trade in the relevant
commodities recently. They are: the electronic & elec-
trical appliances in 1975, the basic metals & metal pro-
ducts in 1974, the plastic & rubber products in 1972. etc.
Upon such findings, we know that one of the contri-
butions of foreign investment in a developing country is
the promotion of the "catching up of product cycles" pro-
cess. This enables an earlier identification of production
opportunities as well as their actual operations, initially
to accomodate import-substitution and eventually for export-
expansion.
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CHARTER SEVEN: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
By incorporating technology into the main factors
of production, as well as the essential concern of the
location of production, the Product Cycle Model provides
a more dynamic approach to interpret the competitiveness
in production and exportation of a certain country. Such
an approach is considered to be applicable in describing
the patterns of trade flows and the process of economic
development nowadays.
In the light of such a model, and by using the trade
flows data of two closely related trade partners, Taiwan
and Japan, the aim of our study is to find out empirical
evidences for the existence of product cycle goods as well
as their related product cycle trade experiences within
the bilateral trade flows of these two countries. At the
same time, we also want to gather some information about
the actual process that they have undergone, the particulars
of relevant intra-industry specialization, and the position
of competitiveness etc.
Through our study, a portion of our bilateral commodity
flows experience is found to be explainable by the Product
Cycle Model. A number of commodities ate observed to be
product cycle goods where their corresponding product cycle
trade experience are detected. These goods are:
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SITC group 553 - perfume cosmnetic,
571 - explosives,
633 - cork mfs.,
652 - cotton fabrics,
656 - madeup textiles,
661 - lime cement etc.,
665 - glasswares,
666 - pottery,
671 - pig iron etc.,
679 - casting iron & steel,
697 - housewates (metl.),
725 - domestic electric equipments,
831 - handbags etc.,
841 - clothes not fur,
842 - fur clothes etc.,
893 - plastic mfs. nes.,
894 - toys etc.,
895 - stationery etc.,
899 - mfd. goods nes.
Notably, most of these commodities are labor-intensive
mature or standardized products.. Only a few of them are
moderately capital-intensive products.
Other than these product cycle goods, there are many
commodities showin similar tendency. They ar-e:
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SITC group 512- org. chemicals,
513 - gaseous chemicals,
514 - Inorganic chemicals,
531 - coaltar dyes etc.,
541 - drugs etc.,
599 - chem mat prd nes,
621 - rubber semifnshd,
629 - rubber mfd nes,
641 - paper, paperboard,
642 - paper etc., mmfs,
653 - miscel rabtics,
654 - ribbons,
662 - bricks tiles etc.,





694 - nails bolts etc.,
695 - hand tools etc.,,
69b - cutlery,
698 - metal mfs nes,
711 - power mach nes,
714 - office machinery,
715 - metalworking mach,
722 - elec power mach,
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723- elec distrib mach,
724- telecom equipments,
729- elec mach nes,
731- railway vehicles,
733- road veh nes,
861- instruments etc.,
863- devd movie film,
864- watches clocks,
891- music instru etc.,
892- printed matter.
Different from the nineteen product cycle goods, the
above listed goods require generally more inputs of capital
and/or technology for their productions.
Then, our intra-industry trade analysis shows that,
the commodities in trade between Taiwan and Japan are
characterized by the difference of their versions. Taiwan's
exportables are found to be mainly those common versions
whilst Japan's exportables are those more sophisticated
versions. Moreover, by this analysis, Taiwan's trade
development endeavors are observed to be that of intra-industry
expansion rather
than inter-industry expansion.
In addition, hoping that our analyses may eventually
be interpreted by the Law of Comparative Advantage, we em-
ployed the Revealed Comparative Advantage test to inspect
the position of competitiveness of the products. As a whole,
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the found product cycle goods are noted to be more com-
petitive (with an average RCA index of 298.8) than those
cyclical trend observed goods (average RCA index= 70.6)
in the Japanese market.
Finally, an investigation of the foreign investments
in Taiwan's manufacturing industries was taken. It is noted
that, the making of foreign investment is sensitive to the
host country's comparative advantage position. And, upon
a more detailed inspection of the Japanese investments in
particular, it shows that, Japanese investments are made to
accomodate her own structural changes. This in turn promotes
the shift of the location of production. At the same time,
close inter-relationship is found between the Japanese in-
vestment priorities and the timing of occurrence of the
corresponding product cycle trade. In other words, this shows
that foreign investments do facilitate the emergence of
product cycle trade.
All our findings indicate that the product cycle approach
is useful in depicting the pattern of trade flows between two
steady stages (or, equilibrium positions) in the life cycles
of the manufactured products. At the beginning, the initial
steadiness of trade pattern. (governed by the Law of Cnrnparative
Advantage) was disturbed by a technological breakthrough which
brought about a new product. In those days, the technology
abundant innovators possessed the advantageous position in the
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Production and exportation of such a product. As time
went on, the capital abundant producers (vainly found in
the industrial countries) would acquire comparative ad-
vantage in the production and exportation of the by now
newly mature product. This in turn led to a shift of the
location of production from the innovating country to the
industrial countries. Then, when the product has become
mature or standardized, its location of production would be
determined once again by the Law of Comparative Advantage.
Henceforth, the capital abundant countries would have
comparative advantage in the production and exportation of
those capital-intensive mature or standardized products whilst
the labor abundant countries would be competitive in the
production and exportation of the labor-intensive mature or
standardized products. Trade pattern and the. location of
production would adjust accordingly.
Other than the evolution in a product's life and its
corresponding location of production and trade pattern, the
industrial structure of a country will change with its pace
of economic development. Owing to the accumulation of
capital stock, the progress in technology, and the rise in
wages, the competitiveness in production and exportation of a
country will not be constant over time. A country which has
at present competitive position in, say, labor-intensive
products, may lose it gradually. On the other hand, this
country may acquire comparative advantage in, say, capital-
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intensive products in step with its economic development
later on. In our case, some newly mature products which
require more capital and/or technology inputs have become
more and more important in Taiwan's exports. Indeed,
industrial structural changes also lead to changes in the
scope of product cycle trade, from the initial labor-
intensive products to the capital-intensive products and
so on.
Upon these findings, we realize that, the product
cycle model serves to provide a framework that helps in
scanning for products that are likely candidates of domes-
tic production and exportation. For instance, in our case,
Taiwan is now not so competitive in the production and
exportation of some labor-intensive goods whilst gaining
advantageous position in the production and exportation of
those more capital-intensive goods. So, it is expected that
those capital-intensive goods showing cyclical tendency
will become prosperous industries in the coming-days. How-
ever, to implement this, Taiwan needs to absorp modern
technologies extensively, and, positive plannings must be
carried out in order to train various managerial personnels
and skill labors. At the.same time, her trade development
should be promoted towards more "product differentiation" so
that the benefits of intra-industry specialization can be
realized. These efforts, indeed, will lead to the securing
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of Taiwan's competitiveness in the production and
exportation of more capital-intensive mature or stan-
dardized products, and if possible, in the technology-
intensive new products in the days to come, as what





Trade Figures of Taiwan-Japan Bilateral Commodity Flows
1954- 1975
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( Unit : US$1,000)
SITC 1972 1973
1974Section X M X M X M
0 167,577 20,775 266,281 33,243 272,745 37,0691
592 105 920 103 1,913 112
2 56,051 71,137 66,678 118,331 49,070 111,055
3 5,739 5,905 6,568 11,633 4,957 26,0014
34 1,012 38 792 243 2,210
5 7,274 154,359 18,304 202,851 32,566 260,783
6 56,650 317,872 198,091 501,212 138,420 645,689
7 25,541 458,019 53,403 658,927 79,880 795,235
8 56,945 55,209 173,428 93,306 219,310 103,484
9 891 6,214 521 14,634 591 21,219
All 377,294 1,090,616 784,224 1,635,031 799,695 2,2002,857














Source : 1954 to 1961 data - Given by a friend who lives in Taipei.
1962 to 1970 data - Commodity Trade Statistics. United Nations.
1971 to l975 data - Japan Exports and Imports.
Note : X - Exports of Taiwan to Japan,
M - imports of Taiwan from Japan.
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Appendix 4.3
Trade Figures of Taiwan-Janpan Bilateral Commodity Flows at
3-digit level of SITC 5-8 sections in Selected Years
( Unit : US$1,000 )SITC 1962
1970 1975
Code X M X M X M
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A ppendix4 .
( C ont. )
( U nit: US$ 1 , 0 0 0 )SITC 1 9 6 2 1 9 7 0 9 7 5C ode X M X M X M
6 5 3 7 9 2 1 , 3 7 6 2 4 , 5 6 4 1 4 . 1 3 2 1 1 3 , 0 6 3
6 5 4
4 5 7 1 , 4 4 3 4 , 0 9 7
6 5 5 7 8 0 4 6 3 3 , 2 1 8 3 . 1 7 2 4 , 3 1 0
6 5 6
3 2 4 1 7 7 1 2 . 6 3 1 4 9 9
6 5 7
5 6 5 1 0 , 9 2 0 234
6 6
3 9 1 2 2 7 1 0 , 5 2 6 2,727
6 6 2 1 4 6 1 4 6 8 4 4 631 3 , 4 2 3
6 6 3 3 6 4 2 2 7 2 , 2 6 31 , 7 2 0 1 2 , 0 7 0
6 6 4 1 1 2 1 , 6 2 2 , 0 8 7 0 , 1 5
6 6 5
1 2 2 2 , 5 1 5 61
6 6 6 1 6 0 3 9 5 526 3 9 5
6 6 7
601 1 , 9 8 6
6 71 4 9 0 1 8 1 2 5 , 4 O4 9 , 4 9 9
6 7 2
4 , 0 5 3 5 2 3 9 2 , 5 6 6
6 7 3 2 , 4 4 3 2 , 1 3 5 3 7 3 2 2 3 1 3 7 , 8 7 6
6 7 4 9 . 9 2 5 9 , 4 1 1 3 6 1 . 0 6
6 7 5 1 , 8 8 1 5 , 1 7 8 2 9 , 1 0 7
6 7 6
1 , 3 9 5 1 , 7 7 9
6 7 1 , 0 2 6 1 93 , 1 5 8 19,274
6 7 8 2 , 9 7 5 2 4 7 9 9 , 8 05 , 3 7 1 , 4 3 3
6 7 9
6 8 1 6 8 5
6 8
3 1 9 4 4 5 2 , 7 8 5
6 8 2 2 , 4 4 6 1 , 3 6 6 1 6 , 7 0 3 4 , 9 6 3 7 8 , 8 7 4
6 8 3
3 3 3 130 4 , 2 3 6
684 5 1 2 9 8 8 2 . 0 1 4 9 9 0
6 8 3 6 8 6 3 3 2 , 3 1 9
6 8 6
2 , 0 0 1 1 6 , 2 4 3
6 8 7
571 1 , 0 4 1
6 8 9
115 9 8 4 , 5 8 3




( Unit: US$ 1.000)SITC 1962 1970 1975Code X M Mx x M
692 103 790 155 11,208
693 152 515 127 7,114
694
1,063 303 7, 317





698 887 6,508432 7,906 47,561
711 2.879 13 11,812
.029 95.189
712 1.454 1.216 115 26.70
71 173 1,778 4.546 15,765 32.431
715 399 204 8.442 3,307 74.278
717 3.797 31,811 2,088 117.662
718 1,538 193 7.972 1.005 62.660
719 5,781 276 48.556
:725 55O, 871
72 27 2.645 27.298 24, 358 171.32
723 561 7 .562 10.860 38, 403






7 29 3.36 9,224 46 321 101.345 340.534
731 702 12.364 309 4,126
732 11,994 1,31621.31 313.594
733 277 . 30 572 10. 210
734 1,397 32
163735 3,687 27.328 79 75,217
812
473 269493 1 ,664
821 223 110 50.535 877
831 165 8.927 221





SI TC 1962 197 197Code X M X M X M
842 110 40
851 1.427 12957,089
86 1.699 804 30, 0329,294 92,234
862 556 2,27 19, 448
863 204 102 197 21650
864 525 1.490 17,365 64, 765
891 444 9,182 9,72 76,730
892 356 233 1,188 5,8715.644
893 204 635 11,414 6,213
894 1,184 1 .189 17,39231,333
89 296 38 359 3.84:041 55
896 181 1.758 31
897 130 5,676 939
899 2,825 1,212486 8,87933,711
Source: Commodity Trade Statistics, United Nations, 1962,1970
Japan Exports and Imports, Deco 1975.
Note: X- Exports of Taiwan to Japan,
M- Imports of Taiwan from Japan.
Appendix 4,4
Trade Figures of the Product cycle commooitiee
1962 to 1975
Unit: Us$1,000
SITC 1962 191963 1964


















895 296 215 253
899 486 293256 160539
Source: 1962 data- No, 21, Vol 12, Commodity Trade Statistics,
1963 data- No. 19, Vol 13, Commodity Trade Statistics,
1964 data- No. 21. Vol 14. Commodity Trade Statistics.
Note: X Exports of Taiwan to Japan,





( Unit: US$ 1 .000)
SITC 1965 1966 1967
Code X M

















841 129 741 741
842
893 165 198 211
894 101 171 194
895 283 220 137 218
899 1,141 395 256364
755 432
Source: 1965 data- No.19, Vol 15, Commodity Trade Statistics,
1966 data - No.22, Vol 16, Commodity Trade Statistics,
1967 data,- No.28, Vol 17, Commodity Trade Statistics.
Note: X Exports of Taiwan to Japan,




( Unit: US$1,000 )
SITC 1968 1969 1970

















893 143361 204 635573
894 278 1,184425 1,189519
895 219 357 381 359
899 1,019 1,295715 89E 2,825 1,212
Source: 1968 data - No.27, Vol 18, Commoditv Trade Statistics,
1969 data - No.36, Vol 19, Commodity Trade Statistics,
1970 data - No.41, Vol 20, Commodity Trade Statistics.
Note: X - Exports of Taiwan to Japan,









A20 5 4633 3
r0 3,6551,211 29,98616,46652 3,221,341
159 2911842931965 9,299916
1881.116 124203 5,9770661 5c
163 345184665 42430371




1,226 1 ,8906662,243 93140725
8 91,45157dog 70831
172 112,496 30i3 30.757841 28 ,356
69137141 44842 3E
2:4853, 6720 1,431,102 1, 442921
10,154 3,312,2621,7812,098 4,754894
523 6473642SJ 56C895 449
13,416 3,6172,6606,7152,056,085899
Source: 1971 data- Japan Exports & Imports,1971,
1972 da to- Japan Exports Imports, Dec. 1972,
1973 data- Japan Exports imports, Dec. 1973
Note: X- Exports of Taiwan to Japan,






Code X M X M
553 188 59 436 125
571 1,396 55 3,343 34
633 2 5 24
652 9,180 2,784 24,096 10,506
656 10,842 348 12,631 499
661 4,278 353 10,526 2,727
665 1,124 389 2,515 613
666 198 411 526 396
671 6,096 1,449 25,404 9,499
679 533 285 687 685
697 2,348 415 3,061 833
725 1,425 2,968 9,663 4,358
831 1,750 402 8,927 221
841 136,109 924 206,410 1,202
842 85 82 110 40
893 7,268 2,608 11,414 6,212
894 13,414 3,526 31,333 8,696
895 476 895 4,041 3,855
899 13,560 3,571 33,711 8,879
Source : 1974 data - Japan Exports & Imports, Dec.1974,
1975 data - Japan Exports & Imports, Dec.1975.
Note : X - Exports of Taiwan to Japan,
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